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A B S T R A C T

The human genome consists mainly of DNA, a macromolecule con-
sisting of a long linear sequence of bases, tightly packed to fit in the
relatively small nucleus. The packing gives rise to multiple hierarchi-
cal organizational levels. Recent research has shown that, along with
the linear sequence, the spatial arrangement of the genome plays an
important role in the genome’s function and activity. The visualiza-
tion of both linear and spatial aspects of genome data is therefore
necessary.

In this thesis, we focus on the concept of continuous visual abstrac-
tion for multiscale data, applied to the visualization of the human
genome. Visual abstraction is a concept inspired by illustrations that
makes the job of visual processing simpler, by guiding the attention
of the viewer to important aspects.

We first extract characteristics of multiscale data and makes a paral-
lel comparison between genome and astronomical data. The existing
differences create the need for different approaches. A common point
however is the need for continuous transitions that helps viewers
grasp the relationships and relative size differences between scales.

To satisfy the conditions posed by the two aspects of the multiscale
genome data, we present two conceptual frameworks, based on the
same data.

The first framework, ScaleTrotter, represents the spatial structure
of the genome, on all available levels. It gives users the freedom to
travel from the nucleus of a cell to the atoms of the bases, passing
through the different organizational levels of the genome. To make
the exploration of the structure of all levels possible, smooth tempo-
ral transitions are used. Even though all the scales are not simulta-
neously visible, the temporal transition used superimposes two rep-
resentations of the same element at consecutive scales emphasizing
their relationship. To ensure the understandability and interactivity
of the data, unnecessary parts of the data are abstracted away with
the use of a scale-dependent camera.

The second framework, Multiscale Unfolding, focuses on aspects
that are not visible in ScaleTrotter: the linear sequence and a simulta-
neous overview of all the organizational levels. The data is straight-
ened to unfold the packing that occurs on several levels in a way that
conserves the connectivity between the elements. To represent all the
available levels, we use smooth spatial transitions between the levels.
These spatial transitions are based on the same concept of the tempo-
ral transitions of the previous framework, superimposing scales and
emphasizing on their relationship and size difference. We introduce
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an interaction technique called Multiscale Zliding that allows the ex-
ploration of the data and further emphasizes the size differences be-
tween the levels.

In each framework, one of either linear of spatial aspect of genome
data is sacrificed to emphasize the other. The thesis concludes with
a discussion about the possibility of combining the two frameworks,
minimizing the sacrifices to explore the two equally important as-
pects of the genome. In this thesis, we take a step closer to fully un-
derstanding the activity of the genome.
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R É S U M É

Le génome humain est principalement constitué d’ADN, une macro-
molécule constituée d’une longue séquence linéaire de bases, étroite-
ment serrée pour s’insérer dans le noyau relativement petit. L’empa-
quetage donne lieu à de multiples niveaux hiérarchiques d’organi-
sation. Des recherches récentes ont montré que, parallèlement à la
séquence linéaire, l’agencement spatial du génome joue un rôle im-
portant dans la fonction et l’activité du génome. La visualisation des
aspects linéaires et spatiaux des données du génome est donc néces-
saire.

Dans cette thèse, nous nous concentrons sur le concept d’abstrac-
tion visuelle continue pour les données multi-échelles, appliqué à la
visualisation du génome humain. L’abstraction visuelle est un con-
cept inspiré par des illustrations qui simplifie le travail de traitement
visuel, en guidant l’attention du spectateur vers les aspects impor-
tants.

Nous commençons par extraire les caractéristiques des données
multi-échelles et faisons une comparaison parallèle entre le génome
et les données astronomiques. Les défis à relever pour créer une visu-
alisation interactive des données du génome sont fondamentalement
différents à plusieurs égards de ceux de l’astronomie. Tout d’abord,
les données du génome ont des niveaux d’échelle entrelacés - l’ADN
est une molécule extrêmement longue et connectée qui se manifeste
à tous les niveaux d’échelle. Deuxièmement, les éléments de l’ADN
ne disparaissent pas lorsqu’on zoome, mais les niveaux d’échelle aux-
quels ils sont observés regroupent ces éléments différemment. Troisi-
èmement, nous disposons d’informations détaillées pour l’ensemble
des données et pour tous les niveaux d’échelle, ce qui constitue un
défi pour l’exploration visuelle interactive. Enfin, les niveaux d’échelle
conceptuels des données sur le génome sont proches dans l’espace
d’échelle. Les différences existantes créent le besoin d’approches dif-
férentes. Un point commun cependant est la nécessité de transitions
continues qui aident les spectateurs à saisir les relations et les dif-
férences de taille relative entre les échelles.

Pour satisfaire aux conditions posées par les deux aspects des don-
nées génomiques multi-échelles, nous présentons deux cadres con-
ceptuels, basés sur les mêmes données.

Le premier cadre, ScaleTrotter, représente la structure spatiale du
génome, à tous les niveaux disponibles. Il donne à l’utilisateur la li-
berté de voyager du noyau d’une cellule aux atomes des bases, en pa-
ssant par les différents niveaux d’organisation du génome. Pour ren-
dre possible l’exploration de la structure de tous les niveaux, des tran-
sitions temporelles fluides sont utilisées. Même si toutes les échelles
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ne sont pas visibles simultanément, la transition temporelle utilisée
superpose deux représentations d’un même élément à des échelles
consécutives, ce qui met en évidence leur relation. Pour garantir la
compréhensibilité et l’interactivité des données, les parties inutiles
des données sont extraites à l’aide d’une caméra dépendante de l’é-
chelle.

Le deuxième cadre, Multiscale Unfolding, se concentre sur des as-
pects qui ne sont pas visibles dans ScaleTrotter : la séquence linéaire
et une vue d’ensemble simultanée de tous les niveaux organisation-
nels. Les données sont redressées pour déplier l’empaquetage qui
se produit à plusieurs niveaux de manière à conserver la connectiv-
ité entre les éléments. Pour représenter tous les niveaux disponibles,
nous utilisons des transitions spatiales douces entre les niveaux. Ces
transitions spatiales sont basées sur le même concept que les transi-
tions temporelles du cadre précédent, en superposant les échelles et
en mettant l’accent sur leur relation et leur différence de taille. Nous
introduisons une technique d’interaction appelée Multiscale Zliding
qui permet l’exploration des données et met davantage l’accent sur
les différences de taille entre les niveaux. Dans l’ensemble, le dépliage
multi-échelles permet aux spectateurs de saisir la composition struc-
turelle de l’ADN, des chromosomes aux atomes, avec des niveaux
croissants de dépliage, et peut être appliquée dans l’illustration et la
communication basées sur des données ainsi qu’il peut servir de base
de visualisation pour les experts du domaine.

Dans chaque cadre conceptuel, l’un des deux aspects linéaire ou
spatial des données sur le génome est sacrifié pour mettre l’accent
sur l’autre. La thèse se termine par une discussion sur la possibilité de
combiner les deux cadres, en minimisant les sacrifices pour explorer
les deux aspects du génome qui sont d’égale importance. Dans cette
thèse, nous faisons un pas de plus vers la compréhension complète
de l’activité du génome.
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1
I N T R O D U C T I O N

Human’s thirst for a complete understanding of the laws of nature
has led them to the exploration of the astronomically big and the
infinitesimally small. During one of those exploration journeys 150

years ago, Friedrich Miescher discovered a substance who was later
called DNA. The realization that DNA is the hereditary molecule car-
rying the genetic information came 75 years later and, since then,
DNA research has never stopped. Even though the human genome
was (almost) fully sequenced in the early 2000’s, we are far from a
complete understanding of its function and activity.

DNA is a long sequence of genetic code that would expand to 2m
if fully stretched, but somehow fits in the nuclei of human cells of
6µm diameter. This is made possible because DNA is tightly packed,
over and over, which creates several organizational levels. Recent tech-
niques have not only shed light upon this organization, but also pro-
vided experts with more insight about the role of the organization of
the genome in its function and activity.

Figure 1: Reorganization of the genome in disease. Certain loci adopt alter-
native nuclear positions in disease (tick) compared to normal cells,
whilst the positions of other loci are conserved in disease (cross).
Figure from [88].

1



2 introduction

Even if two people share the exact same DNA sequence, variations
in the structure of the DNA could result in differences. These differ-
ences could be harmless such as a difference in eye color, but could
also result in more major health concerns such as cancer (Figure 1).

Therefore, experts need the appropriate tools to explore and ana-
lyze the gathered data about the 3D structure of the genome, just
as patients need to be informed about the cause of their disease.
Even high school students are thought about the organization of the
genome. In fact, anyone may be curious enough to be interested about
the structure of the carrier of genetic information.

1.1 scientific illustration

Traditionally, scientific illustrations are used to reflect the findings of
science and technology [53]. Scientific illustration takes the viewer
to the often unobservable, a category under which fall the human
genome and the entire field of molecular biology (Figure 2).

Figure 2: Illustration of an entire mycoplasma cell, about 300nm in diame-
ter, which is at the small end of the range of observed sizes. Illus-
tration by David S. Goodsell, The Scripps Research Institute. doi:
10.2210/rcsb_pdb/goodsell-gallery-011.
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The essence of scientific illustration is the communication of con-
cepts that cannot be conveyed via words [53], because representing
data visually amplifies people’s cognition [18]. When trying to achieve
this goal, scientific illustrators are allowed a certain expressive free-
dom to remove unnecessary detail and simplify shapes in order to
guide the viewer’s focus towards the important aspects that will con-
vey the intended concepts. This process of transforming data into
visual representations by removing elements non-vital to the goal of
the illustration is called visual abstraction.

Traditional scientific illustrations however are typically not interac-
tive and are not entirely dependent of the data. Naturally, they can-
not satisfy our goal of exploring 3D models based on data gathered
through continuously evolving techniques.

1.2 illustrative visualization

On the other hand, visualization tools are usually interactive and flex-
ible enough to adapt to changes in the data they are representing.
Even though advances in computer graphics technologies have facili-
tated the task of visualizing today’s huge datasets (including genome
data), the inherent capability of visualization to amplify human cog-
nition is no longer enough to make sense of those datasets. Visual-
ization therefore borrows abstraction techniques used in traditional
illustrations. These visualizations are referred to as illustrative visual-
izations [109]. They apply visual abstraction on the data by removing
unnecessary detail and keeping in the final visual representation the
elements relevant to the purpose of the visualization.

For a visual abstraction to be meaningful, it has to make the job of
visual processing simpler so that less of a cognitive processing needs
to be invested, for a given purpose or goal, in comprehending the
abstracted visual representation to understand the intended aspects
of reality [126].

Our goal is to visualize genome data with its multiple organiza-
tional levels. The genome is made of the macromolecule DNA, which
spans over several orders of magnitude in scale. Therefore, in an at-
tempt to find out what abstractions are meaningful (in other words,
what abstractions make the visual processing simpler), we look at two
areas: molecular visualization and multiscale visualization, covering
together the fundamental properties of DNA visualization.

1.2.1 Molecular visualization

A lot of previous work has investigated abstraction in the context of
molecular visualization [24, 25, 76, 83, 125], even DNA visualization
[84, 85, 89, 90]. These approaches use different types of abstractions,
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some using level-of-detail techniques, others simplifying the structure
of molecules or using different shading techniques.

A common theme that arises though is that most approaches ap-
ply seamless transitions between different abstraction stages, a notion
that we take and apply in our work. However, the applied abstrac-
tions do not cover large scale differences.

1.2.2 Multiscale visualization

Therefore, we look at work covering multiscale data spanning over
several orders of magnitude in spatial scale. A couple of visualization
tools exist that represent the 3D multiscale structure of the genome
[5, 98]. Contrary to the previous molecular abstractions, these tools
do not use smooth transitions, but use sudden switches between the
different scales.

Even though other fields such as cartography or astronomy use
smooth transitions, we cannot use their techniques because of funda-
mental differences that exist between the data (we detail these differ-
ences in Chapter 3). However, we take inspiration from these fields
to provide users with smooth and intuitive navigation in space and
scale with smooth transitions.

We also noticed two different types of transitions between different
representations: temporal transitions, where the user can transition
between different representations but only see one at a time, and
spatial transitions, where the user can see different representations
applied on different parts of the data at once. We use each of these
transition types in each of the frameworks we present.

1.3 thesis statement and overview

In this thesis, we focus on the concept of continuous abstraction for
multiscale data to visualize the human nuclear genome, starting from
chromosomes all the way down to the atoms forming the nucleotides.
In particular, we focus on the visualization of six scales of the DNA
macromolecule and how to integrate the scales in one multiscale vi-
sualization while maintaining the relationships between them.

To pursue this goal, we review in Chapter 2 several areas related to
this thesis, to contextualize it. We start by detailing the organizational
levels of the human genome, and look at existing tools that domain
experts use. We then look at techniques used in illustration and at
previous attempts of understanding and controlling visual abstrac-
tion. Next, we review the use of controlled abstraction in visualiza-
tion, particularly in molecular visualization. Finally, we review work
that investigates the scale axis of the abstraction space, with a focus
on transitions between scales and cross scale interactions.
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To visualize the 3D genome organization with its multiscale struc-
tural units, we describe in Chapter 3 a conceptual framework for an
interactive multiscale visualization of genome data. The framework is
called ScaleTrotter, because it allows viewers to smoothly transition
from the nucleus of a cell to the atomistic composition of the DNA.
Because of the complexity of the 3D organization and the several or-
ders of magnitude separating the two extreme scales, the coexistence
of the different scales in one scene (while preserving the 3D structure)
is ineffective. We therefore make use of temporally-controlled smooth
transitions by deploying a scale-dependent camera model, that re-
duces visual clutter and facilitates interactive exploration (Figure 3).
We start the chapter with an analysis of the unique requirements of
multiscale representations of genome data.
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Figure 3: Temporally-controlled smooth transitions traversing the organiza-
tional levels of the genome in ScaleTrotter.
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Even though the transitions used between scales allow two adja-
cent scales to be rendered on top of each other (for a brief moment),
ScaleTrotter does not allow an overview of all the scales, which makes
it harder to grasp the scale differences. In addition, the dense pack-
ing of the genome makes it almost impossible to follow sequences
at all scales. Therefore, in Chapter 4, we present another framework,
Multiscale Unfolding, that allows the interactive creation and explo-
ration of spatially-controlled multiscale visualizations. To emphasize
the sequential aspect of the data, we demonstrate how to unfold the
data according to their scales. We use spatial transitions between the
unfolded scales to create a visualization composed of all the scales
simultaneously. We also introduce interaction techniques that allow
the exploration of the data while emphasizing the scale differences
and attempt to recover lost information about the 3D organization
(Figure 4).

Figure 4: Multiscale unfolding with continuous spatial scale transitions of
the 3D human genome.

In each of Chapter 3 and Chapter 4, sacrifices had to be made in or-
der to highlight different aspects of the genome data. However, these
aspects are complementary and are both essential for getting a com-
plete understanding of genome function and activity (even though
this sounds very ambitious at the moment). We therefore minimize
the losses suffered as result of the sacrifices by proposing, in Chap-
ter 5, a framework that combines the previous two. We discuss how
smooth transitions from the unfolded model to the 3D model, and
vice versa, are possible. We also propose certain functionalities meant
to give users control over the scales at which they want to see differ-
ent parts of the data and the path that the unfolded model occupies.
We then discuss how different user groups could benefit from such
tools and what data related consideration should be taken into ac-
count in the future. We conclude Chapter 5 with what we learned,
through this thesis, about abstraction and illustrative visualization.
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In the final Chapter 6, we reflect on the work presented in this
thesis and our ultimate goal of using abstraction to visualize multi-
scale 3D data. Based on what we learned from this thesis, we present
an abstraction space and a path in that space for the exploration of
multiscale data.





2
B A C K G R O U N D

This chapter provides an overview of the major topics that this the-
sis relies on. Specific topics related to Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 are
discussed in the Related Work sections of respective chapters.

We start with a quick explanation of the DNA macromolecule, the
organization of the genome with its multiscale structural units. We
discuss why both the sequential and the structural aspects determine
the function and activity of the genome, based on domain literature.

Since we get inspired by illustrations to design our visualizations,
we then review visualizations that rely, in their turn, on illustrative
techniques. These visualizations are called illustrative visualizations
and rely heavily on abstraction. We then review works that give users
control over the abstraction, particularly related to the domain of
structural biology.

Finally, we review works visualizing multiscale data in general fo-
cusing on the transitions between the scales and the cross-scale inter-
actions they support.

2.1 the human genome : from nucleotides to chromatin

The story of DNA research starts in 1869, about 150 years ago, when
Friedrich Miescher [92] discovered a novel substance he termed “nu-
clein” inside the cells’ nuclei [28] (Figure 5). This term is still pre-
served in today’s name deoxyribonucleic acid, abbreviated to DNA.
DNA and protein are the elements forming the chromosomes. In 1929,
Pheobus Levene identified that DNA is a string of subunits called nu-
cleotides [28], which are composed of a sugar molecule, the deoxyri-
bose (hence the name deoxyribonucleic acid), attached to a single
phosphate group and one of four nitrogen containing bases: adenine
(A), cytosine (C), guanine (G), thymine (T) (Figure 6).

In 1944, Avery et al. [6] demonstrated that DNA, not some protein
as previously thought, is the hereditary molecule carrying the genetic
information. In 1950, Erwin Chargaff [22] found that the nucleotide
composition of DNA varies among species, and that within a species
the bases in DNA are always present in fixed ratios: the same number
of A’s as T’s and the same number of C’s as G’s. The latter is known
as Chargaff’s rule. In 1953, inspired by Chargaff’s law, Watson and
Crick [130] discovered the double helical structure of the DNA (Fig-
ure 7), in which A always pairs with T, and C always with G. The
double helix structure solved, among others, the puzzle of how the
genetic information could be copied for transmission from cell to cell,

9
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Figure 5: Glass vial containing nuclein isolated from salmon sperm by
Friedrich Miescher. The faded label reads “Nuclein aus Lachs-
sperma, F. Miescher” (Nuclein from salmon sperm, F. Miescher).
Possession of the Interfakultäres Institut für Biochemie (Interfa -
cultary Institute for Biochemistry), University of Tübingen, Ger-
many; photography by Alfons Renz, University of Tübingen, Ger-
many.

showing an example of how the 3D structure can justify biological
activity.

In the early 2000’s, the human genome was (nearly) completely se-
quenced (with small gaps still unresolved to this day; Figure 8). It con-
sists of approximately 3.2× 109 nucleotide pairs [2], distributed be-
tween 23 pairs of chromosome. In order for the 2m chain of stretched
out nucleotide pairs to fit in a human cell of 6µm diameter, DNA
molecules are highly condensed with the help of proteins.

Nucleosomes are the first level of chromosome packing: 146 nu-
cleotide pairs in double helix form are wrapped around histone pro-
teins (Figure 9). At this initial level of packing, the chromatin is a
series of “beads on a string”, where the string is the DNA and the
bead is a “nucleosome core particle” that consists of DNA wound
around a histone. The part of the DNA (string) that connects con-
secutive nucleosome core particles (beads) is called linker DNA [2]
Figure 10.

At the second level of chromosome packing, the nucleosomes are
packed on top of one another. For a long time, it was considered that
the nucleosomes are packed regularly, consecutively condensing into
30nm, then 120nm, then 300–700nm wide fibers. However, Ou et al.
[101] showed that DNA and nucleosomes assemble into disordered
chains that have diameters between 5 and 24nm, with different parti-
cle arrangements, densities, and structural conformations (Figure 11).
The second level of packing is therefore a less regularly structured
5–24nm wide fibrous chain of nucleosome core particles.
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Figure 6: The figure shows the chemical structure of the DNA: the phos-
phate group (in yellow) and the deoxyribose sugar (in or-
ange) form the sugar-phosphate backbone, from which the bases
(i. e., Adenine, Cytosine, Guanine, Thymine) extend. The DNA
molecule is shown straightened out; in reality, it is twisted into a
double helix like in Figure 7. Illustration by Madeleine Price Ball.

The disordered fiber forms loops, in order to bring relatively dis-
tant elements along the linear genome into close spatial proximity
[14] (Figure 12, right). Bringing this linearly distant but codependent
elements closer triggers processes such as DNA transcription, an im-
portant step of gene expression. The chromatin loop forms the third
level of organization.

Loops that interact with each other more frequently than others
form structural landmarks called topologically associated domains,
abbreviated to TADs [31], and thus forming the fourth organizational
level (Figure 12, middle).

TADs that interact with each other, even if they are very far on the
linear genome, give rise to compartments [14], representing the fifth
organizational level (Figure 12, left).

The sixth and final level of the chromosome organization is the
coalescence of compartments in the same chromosome, forming chro-
mosomal territories [14]. The joining of territories forms the chromo-
some.

To summarize, the chromosome is organized hierarchically, where
distances in the linear genome are compensated by dense structural
folds reducing physical distances, therefore having an important role
in the genome activity and function.
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Figure 7: The double helix structure of the DNA. Figure taken from Watson
and Crick’s article [130] that appeared in the journal Nature on
April 25, 1953, and revealed the structure of DNA.

Figure 8: J. Craig Venter and Dr. Francis Collins on the cover of TIME maga-
zine, after they jointly made the announcement of the mapping of
the human genome.

The data we currently have and use represents the structure of a
human genome on 6 conceptual levels. These conceptual levels might
not correspond perfectly to the organizational levels described in the
previous paragraphs. However, our frameworks focus on the concept
of continuous abstraction for multiscale genome data and are flexible
in that the data can be easily replaced with newer data.

Our understanding of higher-order chromatin organization has dra-
matically expanded thanks to new technologies that detect 3D orga-
nizations of chromatin [137]. The role of this organization, in essen-
tial biological functions, has increasingly been recognized as impor-
tant [14]. Genome browsers typically display linear sequences as hor-
izontal tracks, aligned and stacked below the reference nucleotide
sequence [46] (Figure 13). Many tools, used by experts, show some
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Figure 9: Nucleosome, with DNA (in orange) and histone proteins (in blue).
Illustration by David S. Goodsell and the RCSB PDB, licensed un-
der CC-BY-4.0 [44].

Figure 10: “Beads on a string” formed by nucleosome core particles and
linker DNA. Figure from [2].

spatial information by creating visual links between the interacting
regions, using matrices, heatmaps or arcs (Figure 14).

However, most of these tools represent a frozen moment/scale in
the genome [46], while the data extends over multiple scales and
varies in time. 3D representations of the genome model could repre-
sent these properties: time-variant and multiscale data. Genome3D [5]
(Figure 15) and GMOL [98] (Figure 16) visualize the human genome
in 3D based on multiscale data. Both tools, however, do not support
a smooth transition between the scales, but discretely switch between
them. The transition between the scales is also defined through man-
ual inputs from the user. The tool we present in Chapter 3 provides
smooth transitions between the same scales of GMOL [98], based on
the camera properties. Our approach adds a missing aspect because
it provides a free and smooth navigation of the 3D model, as reported
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Figure 11: Stacks of nucleosome forming a disordered chain. Figure from
[101].

Figure 12: Spatial folding of the disordered chain into loops, TADs, compart-
ments and territories. Figure from [115].

by feedback, and helps users in understanding how one scale relates
to the other.

2.2 illustrative visualization and abstraction

Other than domain experts as we addressed in our discussion so far,
many people need to know about the topic and high school students
learn about the organization of the carrier of genetic information and
how this huge amount of information fits inside the cell nucleus. In
fact, the organization of the genome might be of interest to anyone.
Since the function of its spatial arrangement has been established [14],
a person suffering from a disease, caused by the genome’s structure,
deserves to be properly informed about the cause of the disease. Even
a healthy person can be curious about the genetic code that guides
life and its processes. One of the most efficient ways to make scientific
concepts, specially those that are not visible in everyday life like the
genome, accessible to everyone is through scientific illustrations. For
example, textbooks of biology are filled with illustrations.
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Figure 13: Genome browser showing a region of a chromosome spanning
several million bases in horizontal tracks. Figure from [64].

Figure 14: WashU Browser showing interacting regions through matrices
and arcs. Figure from [138]

Scientific visualization shares the same principle as illustration in
making scientific concepts more accessible to users. Therefore, scien-
tific visualization uses techniques developed in traditional illustra-
tions. These techniques are also referred to as smart visibility tech-
niques [127]. Visualizations that are inspired by techniques used in
illustrations are categorized as illustrative visualizations [109]. For
example, molecular visualization tools, such as cellVIEW [76] (Fig-
ure 17a), take inspiration from illustrations (Figure 17b). Since the
DNA is a macromolecule, its visualization is closely related to molec-
ular visualization. Therefore, we also look for inspiration from illus-
trations.

When making illustrations, illustrators typically simplify the repre-
sented models in order to reduce distractions and focus attention on
the concepts they are trying to convey. The result of an illustration
is therefore not necessarily the representation closest to the reality of
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Figure 15: Four screen captures of Genome3D main windows showing pro-
gressive "drill-down" views of the same model multi-resolution
genomic data. Figure from [5].

the model, but the one that most effectively conveys the intentions of
the illustrator. This process of simplification is part of a fundamental
concept called abstraction, which can virtually always be found in
illustrations.

However, illustrative visualization, other than using expressive tech-
niques to communicate results, has to simultaneously provide insight
and allow the exploration of the underlying data, and therefore does
not enjoy the same degree of freedom as illustration [109]. Illustra-
tions have to be entirely remade every time the underlying data,
or our understanding of the depicted concepts, changes, while illus-
trative visualizations can adapt to changes in the data provided to
them. Another difference is that illustrations are usually not interac-
tive, while interactivity is a main component of visualization [94].

Based on the example set by illustrations, illustrative visualization
has to support abstraction and allow total control over it. In conse-
quence, designers of illustrative visualizations have attempted to de-
fine and eventually control the use of abstraction. Rautek et al. [109]
differentiate between low-level abstractions, focusing on the style in
which features of interest are represented, and high-level abstractions,
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Figure 16: Screen captures of GMOL showing all the different scales. Figure
from [98].

focusing on the content of the visualization based on the importance
of features of interest.

Viola et al. [126] go further and define abstraction as the process
that transforms a source into a less concrete sign of that source. This
process comprises multiple steps, each step being a type of abstrac-
tion: an initial abstraction transforms a reality into a digital form, a
data abstraction that transforms the digital form into data represen-
tations, and a visual abstraction transforming data representations
into visual representations. What is of a particular interest for this
thesis is the last step, the visual abstraction, which transforms a data
representation into a visual representation, while intentionally disre-
garding certain aspects of the data representation. Which aspects are
disregarded depends on the purpose of the visual abstraction, which
renders it meaningful: the aspects that, if perceived as a stimulus, re-
duce the cognitive load are preserved, while the others are dismissed.

Based on this definition, abstraction can be controlled through the
notion of an abstraction axis, previously introduced by Viola et al.
[128]. An abstraction axis is a succession of visual representations,
where aspects of a same category are continuously dismissed, while
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(a) (b)

Figure 17: (a) Real-time screen-shot of an illustrative cross-section of the HIV
virus surrounded by blood plasma. Figure from [76]. (b) Illustra-
tion of an HIV under attack by the immune system. Illustration
by David S. Goodsell, The Scripps Research Institute.

aiming for the same goal all along [126]. For example, Everts et al.’s
[34] abstraction axis controls the contraction of brain fiber tracts and
provides smooth transitions between the different states of contrac-
tion.

Two abstractions axes that can be independently controlled form an
abstraction space. Mohammed et al. [96] create a controllable abstrac-
tion space with two axis each controlling the structural abstraction of
a type of cell (Figure 18). Other examples [89, 125], that we discuss in
Section 2.3, provide control of abstraction spaces created by axes of
different abstraction types (Figure 19).

Figure 18: Abstraction space of Abstractocyte, with the transition methods
on the left. Figure from [96].

To make an axis controllable, transitions between its successive
steps is necessary. The transitions can be either temporally-controlled
or spatially-controlled. When the different representation appear con-
tinuously (one after the other), occupying the same areas on screen,
transitions are temporally-controlled, since they share screen space
but not screen time (examples in Figure 20, 21, 22). However, if the dif-
ferent representation appear simultaneously (altogether at the same
time), side by side, transitions are spatially controlled, since they
share screen time but not screen space (example in Figure 24).
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Figure 19: Abstraction space of DimSUM formed by a dimension axis and a
scale axis. Figure from [89].

In the following paragraphs, we review previous works related
to molecular visualization and multiscale visualization, that present
some sort of abstraction axes, whether with temporally-controlled or
spatially-controlled transitions.

2.3 abstraction in molecular visualization

Van der Zwan et al. [125] suggest three separate axes of abstrac-
tion. First, they gradually transition from a space fill model of a pro-
tein molecule to a ribbon model, passing through five structural ab-
straction stages (Figure 20). Second, they transition between different
stages of spatial perception (Figure 21) and, third, between different
stages of illustrativeness (Figure 22).

Figure 20: Structural abstraction stages: (a) space fill, (b) balls-and-sticks, (c)
licorice, (d) backbone, and (e) ribbon. Figure from [125].

Figure 21: Stages of support of spatial perception: (b)–(c) ambient occlusion
and object attenuation and (d)–(e) added halos. Figure from [125].
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Figure 22: Abstraction along ‘illustrativeness’: (a) ‘photorealistic,’ (b) cel
shading, and (c) black-and-white. Figure from [125].

Cipriano et al. [24, 25], guided by different high-level tasks, use a
series of different surface abstractions. Miao et al. [90] apply seamless
temporal transitions between ten semantic representations of DNA
nanostructures, with different degrees of abstraction. In this thesis,
we are focusing on displaying the organizational levels of the genome
that exist at different scales. Our goal is to understand abstraction in
the context of multiscale data. The mentioned examples of abstraction
do not infer the large scale changes that we would like to have, we
could use them however to abstract on each scale individually.

Later, Miao et al. [89] combine their ten semantic representations
of DNA nanostructures with another axis which abstracts the dimen-
sions from 3D to 1D (Figure 19). Lindow et al. [84] also abstract along
the dimensions to represent DNA and RNA structures (Figure 23).
These abstractions are guided by domain specific tasks. We focus on
visualizing 3D data at all scales, but abstractions along the spatial di-
mensions could be envisioned, whether at certain scales or all scales
together. These abstractions require a deep understanding of the tasks
that experts have to accomplish.

Figure 23: 2D linear model (left), 3D visualization (middle) and 2D graph
model (right) of an RNA model. Figure from [84].

These examples feature temporally-controlled transitions between
different abstraction stages. As previously mentioned in Section 2.1,
the spatial organization of the genome plays an important role in es-
sential biological processes. We therefore want to visualize the spatial
structure of all the scales. Temporally-controlled transitions allow us
to leave the data intact at each scale, and smoothly transition between
scales, as we show in Chapter 3.
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However, when staying true to the 3D structure, we sometimes
lose the ability to follow patterns because of the tightly packed na-
ture of DNA. After all, DNA is a sequence of 3.2 × 109 nucleotide
pairs, whose order is crucial. To emphasize this linear aspect of our
multiscale data, we straighten the data and use spatially-controlled
transitions to visualize all scales at once.

Figure 24: Spatial control of structural abstraction of a DNA double helix.
Figure from [85].

Similar abstractions to the ones mentioned in the previous exam-
ples feature spatially-controlled transitions. Lueks et al. [85] use sim-
ilar abstraction stages to van der Zwan et al.’s [125], but with spatial
transitions. Parulek et al. [103, 104] use seamless spatial transitions by
interpolating between different representations along two abstraction
axes. Once again, these abstractions do not imply important scale
changes. We could however use them, if necessary, on individual
scales.

Since abstraction is a transformation that disregards detail of a
source element, level-of-detail (LOD) techniques [8, 35, 76, 103] are
great examples of abstraction, whether supporting temporal or spa-
tial transitions. A visual abstraction is guided by the goal of reducing
the cognitive load of the user. Some LOD abstractions serve this goal
indirectly, because their primary goal is to make the rendering of
large molecular structures possible and interactive in real time. This
short-term goal itself serves the higher goal of reducing the cognitive
charge of the user. We take inspiration from the LOD techniques and
remove entire parts of the data when their level of detail is irrelevant
to the situation.

2.4 abstraction in multiscale visualization

Scale is a system that links the size of a phenomenon to convention-
ally defined numerical representations [82]. In this thesis, we focus on
visualizing the human genome, which along its organizational levels,
covers several orders of magnitude in scale. When representing data
that cover multiple scales, in other words multiscale data, one of the
main goals of the visualization is commonly helping users grasp and
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relate the measures covered in the visualization. This process of inter-
preting measures by a user involves the construction of mental mod-
els of scale and is referred to in psychology as scale cognition or scale
sense [23]. Studies in the domain suggest that personal and profes-
sional experiences play a critical role in the conceptualization of scale
[82, 102, 122]. They also found that scale cognition is refined by visual
and kinesthetic experiences and direct interaction with phenomenons
of various magnitudes, among students of various schooling levels
[122] and experienced professionals [60, 122].

For the majority of laypeople, interactions with genome data are
nonexistent and the only visual experiences are through illustrations.
Experts might have access to expensive electron microscopes, but
even microscopy is unable to distinguish different parts of a chro-
mosome simultaneously or at high resolution [124]. Ou et al. [101]
have developed a technique that reveals the chromatin ultrastructure
and 3D packing of DNA in both human interphase cells and mitotic
chromosomes (Figure 25). However, to study the 3D architecture of
genomes, experts rely on chromosome conformation capture tech-
niques which detect the frequency of interaction between any two
genomic loci (specific positions) [29, 124].

Visualization of genome data should therefore serve the initial goal
of enriching the visual experiences and interactions of both layman
users and experts with concepts that are not accessible to the eye. The
ultimate goal remains the reduction of the cognitive charge imposed
on the target user trying to grasp the measures distributed over sev-
eral orders of magnitude in scale.

In the scope of this thesis, we discuss multiscale data if it cov-
ers several orders of magnitude, in particular from individual atoms
(10−10m) to the nucleus of a human cell (10−5m). Most of the previ-
ous work mentioned in Section 2.3 cover a small scale range of scale.
Van der Zwan et al. [125] transition between an atomistic representa-
tion of a molecule to a ribbon diagram representation. On one side
of the abstraction axis, atoms are in the order of 10−10m while on
the other side, ribbons represent the helical structure in the order of
10−9m. Similarly, even with as many as ten abstraction stages, Miao
et al. [90] transition from an atomistic representation to a tubular rep-
resentation of the structure. These abstractions cover a small range in
spatial scale, and therefore do not fit in our description of multiscale
data, as they would only cover one or two scales.

Other than covering 4–5 orders of magnitude in physical size, the
human genome comprises 7 different conceptual scales, according to
the current understanding of genome scientists.

A field that covers more orders of magnitude than the human
genome with similar number of conceptual scales is astronomy. Fun-
damental differences exist however between both datasets. These dif-
ferences include scale density (number of conceptual levels in the
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Figure 25: ChromEMT enables the ultrastructure of individual chromatin
chains, megabase domains, and mitotic chromosomes to be re-
solved and visualized as a continuum in serial slices through
large 3D volumes. Figure from [101]

covered scales) and physical connection in space across conceptual
levels. Compared to DNA, astronomical multiscale data has a simi-
lar number of conceptual levels covering a larger spectrum of orders
of magnitude. It therefore has a higher scale density. Also, in astron-
omy unlike the DNA, the data across the conceptual levels is not
physically connected. These differences create the need for different
approaches. For example, because of the properties of multiscale as-
tronomical data, when transitioning between two levels in astronomy,
one level might completely disappear before its higher level appears,
leaving an empty space in between. However, this does not happen in
DNA visualization and we therefore need appropriate transitions. We
further discuss details about these differences in Chapter 3, where we
motivate our first approach for a temporally controlled exploration of
genome data.
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Figure 26: Illustration of the organization levels of DNA with spatial tran-
sitions. ©2013 Nature Education Adapted from Pierce, Benjamin.
Genetics: A Conceptual Approach, 2nd ed. All rights reserved.

Illustrations use a set of effective techniques to represent multiscale
data. Some static illustrations of DNA take advantage of the linear as-
pect of the data to spatially transition between its different organiza-
tional levels (Figure 26). Since DNA is highly condensed and packed,
illustrators have to modify of parts of the data in order to show the
different organizational levels, which makes it difficult to see their
structure.

To make such illustrations possible, the sizes of the levels are mod-
ified such that levels that are far in scale from each other are rep-
resented in comparable sizes. We therefore lose the notion of rela-
tive sizes. Some illustrations use perspective scale transitions in order
to represent scale differences more correctly. Other illustrations use
techniques such as juxtaposition to represent levels of different sizes,
side by side, staying true to the relative difference of size (Figure 27).
However, because of the orders of magnitude covered by the genome,
displaying all the levels while respecting the relative size difference
with correct perspective would mean that the lower scales would not
be visible.
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Figure 27: Illustration comparing sizes of celestial bodies using juxtaposi-
tion. Still from youtube video https://youtu.be/3mnSDifDSxQ

Illustrations also use a clever arrangement to hide transitions be-
tween levels, specially between levels that are shown using different
representations or even completely skip certain levels (Figure 28). We
cannot use these special arrangements because we want to show all
levels. Transitions are also essential for our work as we use them to
compensate for the loss of relative size differences. We take inspira-
tion from the spatial transitions of these illustrations to create the
framework that we describe in Chapter 4.

Other illustrations, that represent the structures of the organiza-
tional levels with higher confidence, use different techniques that do
not require modifications of the data, such as close-ups [118] (Fig-
ure 12). Animations and interactive experiences covering many or-
ders of magnitude use zooming effects and/or clever image blending
to make the changes unnoticeable. We take inspiration from these
techniques to create the framework the we present in Chapter 3.

2.5 summary

In this chapter, we explained the different organizational levels of the
human genome, according to our understanding at the moment of
writing this thesis. Recent discoveries have shown that the 3D organi-
zation of chromatin modulates important biological processes. There-
fore, if we want to gain full insight over the activity of the genome,
understanding the linear sequence of nucleotides is essential but not
sufficient. We also have to understand how DNA is packed inside
the nucleus: a packing that gives rise to the different organizational
levels, controlling certain processes and expanding over 5 orders of
magnitude in scale.
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Experts use techniques that gather interaction data at high reso-
lutions, showing the frequency of contact between different regions
of the DNA. From the interaction data, they derive a model of the
human genome at different scales. However, they lack the tools to
visualize this 3D spatial data.

Understanding the packing of the DNA is not only the job of ex-
perts. Students or anyone curious enough is entitled to understand
such a critical element of life.

We therefore take inspiration from existing scientific illustrations
that already play the role of communicators of scientific concepts to
the general audience. Illustrations typically use abstractions to guide
the viewer and convey the intended message. However, illustrations
do not rely on actual data and are usually not explorable.

In order to design visualizations that are based on data, allow its
exploration, and successfully communicate the multiscale aspect of
the data, we looked at techniques used in illustrative visualizations
and how they control abstraction. We also reviewed previous work in
two areas that are complementary for DNA visualization: molecular
visualization and multiscale visualization.

Eventually, we came up with two complementary frameworks, each
focusing on a different aspect of the multiscale genome data. First,
we introduce a framework that focuses on the 3D structure of the
multiscale data, using temporally controlled transitions (Chapter 3).
However, when we show the full 3D structure, the sequence is not
recognizable. Therefore, we provided a second framework that mod-
ifies the data, sacrificing aspects of the 3D structure, and emphasizes
the sequential aspect of the multiscale data, using spatially controlled
transitions (Chapter 4). We noticed that a trade-off was necessary to
show both the 3D structural and sequential aspects of the data, and
tried to minimize the sacrifices that had to be made.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 28: Illustrations of organizational levels of DNA using clever arrange-
ment to hide spatial transitions. The absence of smooth transi-
tions is highlighted in red circles.





3
S C A L E T R O T T E R : I L L U S T R AT I V E V I S U A L T R AV E L S
A C R O S S N E G AT I V E S C A L E S

The understanding of the full function of the genome requires the
exploration of both its structural and sequential aspects. As a first
step, in this chapter, we use a temporal abstraction axis to explore
the spatial structure of the genome. We thus present ScaleTrotter, a
conceptual framework for an interactive, multiscale visualization of
biological mesoscale data and, specifically, genome data. ScaleTrotter
allows viewers to smoothly transition from the nucleus of a cell to the
atomistic composition of the DNA, while bridging several orders of
magnitude in scale. The challenges in creating an interactive visualiza-
tion of genome data are fundamentally different in several ways from
those in other domains like astronomy that require a multiscale repre-
sentation as well. First, genome data has intertwined scale levels—the
DNA is an extremely long, connected molecule that manifests itself at
all scale levels. Second, elements of the DNA do not disappear as one
zooms out—instead the scale levels at which they are observed group
these elements differently. Third, we have detailed information and
thus geometry for the entire dataset and for all scale levels, posing
a challenge for interactive visual exploration. Finally, the conceptual
scale levels for genome data are close in scale space, requiring us to
find ways to visually embed a smaller scale into a coarser one. We
address these challenges by creating a new multiscale visualization
concept. We use a scale-dependent camera model that controls the
visual embedding of the scales into their respective parents, the ren-
dering of a subset of the scale hierarchy, and the location, size, and
scope of the view. In traversing the scales, ScaleTrotter is roaming
between 2D and 3D visual representations that are depicted in inte-
grated visuals. We discuss, specifically, how this form of multiscale
visualization follows from the specific characteristics of the genome
data and describe its implementation. Finally, we discuss the impli-
cations of our work to the general illustrative depiction of multiscale
data.

Main portions of this chapter were previously published at IEEE
VIS 2019 [50]. Therefore, any use of “we” in this chapter refers to
myself, Haichao Miao, David Kouřil, M. Eduard Gröller, Ivan Viola,
and Tobias Isenberg.

29
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3.1 introduction

The recent advances in visualization have allowed us to depict and un-
derstand many aspects of the structure and composition of the living
cell. For example, cellVIEW [76] provides detailed visuals for viewers
to understand the composition of a cell in an interactive exploration
tool and Lindow et al. [84] created an impressive interactive illustra-
tive depiction of RNA and DNA structures. Most such visualizations
only provide a depiction of components/processes at a single scale
level. Living cells, however, comprise structures that function at scales
that range from the very small to the very large. The best example is
DNA, which is divided and packed into visible chromosomes during
mitosis and meiosis, while being read out at the scale level of base
pairs. In between these scale levels, the DNA’s structures are typically
only known to structural biologists, while beyond the base pairs their
atomic composition has implications for specific DNA properties.

Figure 29: Steps along the voyage into the genomic detail as enabled by
ScaleTrotter, showing the semantic scale levels. ScaleTrotter and
its visual embedding allow us to seamlessly transition between in-
dependent representations and interactively explore them.

The amount of information stored in the DNA is enormous. The hu-
man genome consists of roughly 3.2 Gb (giga base pairs) [2, 114]. This
information would fill 539,265 pages of the TVCG template, which
would stack up to approx. 27m. Yet, the whole information is con-
tained inside the cell’s nucleus with only approx. 6µm diameter [2,
page 179]. Similar to a coiled telephone cord, the DNA creates a com-
pact structure that contains the long strand of genetic information.
This organization results in several levels of perceivable structures
(as shown in Figure 29), which have been studied and visualized sep-
arately in the past. The problem thus arises of how to comprehend
and explore the whole scope of this massive amount of multiscale
information. If we teach students or the general public about the rela-
tionships between the two extremes, for instance, we have to ensure
that they understand how the different scales work together. Domain
experts, in contrast, deal with questions such as whether correlations
exist between the spatial vicinity of bases and genetic disorders. It
may manifest itself through two genetically different characteristics
that are far from each other in sequence but close to each other in
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the DNA’s 3D configuration. For experts we thus want to ensure that
they can access the information at any of the scales. They should also
be able to smoothly navigate the information space. The fundamental
problem is thus to understand how we can enable a smooth and intu-
itive navigation in space and scale with seamless transitions. For this
purpose we derive specific requirements of multiscale domains and
data with negative scale exponents and analyze how the constraints
affect their representations.

Based on our analysis we introduce ScaleTrotter, an interactive mul-
tiscale visualization of the human DNA, ranging from the level of the
interphase chromosomes1 in the 6µm nucleus to the level of base
pairs (≈ 2nm) resp. atoms (≈ 0.12nm). We cover a scale range of
4–5 orders of magnitude in spatial size, and allow viewers to inter-
actively explore as well as smoothly interpolate between the scales.
We focus specifically on the visual transition between neighboring
scales, so that viewers can mentally connect them and, ultimately, un-
derstand how the DNA is constructed. With our work we go beyond
existing multiscale visualizations due to the DNA’s specific character.
Unlike multiscale data from other fields, the DNA physically con-
nects conceptual elements across all the scales (like the phone cord)
so it never disappears from view. We also need to show detailed data
everywhere and, for all stages, the scales are close together in scale
space.

We base our implementation on multiscale data from genome re-
search about the positions of DNA building blocks, which are given
at a variety of different scales. We then transition between these lev-
els using what we call visual embedding. It maintains the context of
larger-scale elements while adding details from the next-lower scale.
We combine this process with scale-dependent rendering that only
shows relevant amounts of data on the screen. Finally, we support
interactive data exploration through scale-dependent view manipu-
lations, interactive focus specification, and visual highlighting of the
zoom focus.

In summary, our contributions are as follows. First, we analyze the
unique requirements of multiscale representations of genome data
and show that they cannot be met with existing approaches. Second,
we demonstrate how to achieve smooth scale transitions for genome
data through visual embedding of one scale within another based on
measured and simulated data. We further limit the massive data size
with a scale-dependent camera model to avoid visual clutter and to
facilitate interactive exploration. Third, we describe the implementa-
tion of this approach and compare our results to existing illustrations.
Finally, we report on feedback from professional illustrators and do-
main experts. It indicates that our interactive visualization can serve

1 While interphase chromosomes were measured to be approx. 12µm long, this was
after “flattening” and “routine chromosome preparation” [79].
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as a fundamental building block for tools that target both domain
experts and laypeople.

3.2 related work

Our work concerns the use of abstraction in illustrative visualization,
visual representations of small-scale biology and genome data, and
general multiscale data visualization techniques, as we discuss next.

3.2.1 Abstraction in illustrative visualization

On a high level, our work relates to the use of abstraction in creat-
ing effective visual representations, i. e., the use of visual abstraction.
Viola and Isenberg [128] describe this concept as a process, which re-
moves detail when transitioning from a lower-level to a higher-level
representation, yet which preserves the overall concept. While they
attribute the removed detail to “natural variation, noise, etc.” in the
investigated multiscale representation we actually deal with a differ-
ent data scenario: DNA assemblies at different levels of scale. We
thus technically do not deal with a “concept-preserving transforma-
tion” [128], but with a process in which the underlying representa-
tional concept (or parts of it) can change. Nonetheless, their view of
abstraction as an interactive process that allows viewers to relate one
representation (at one scale) to another one (at a different scale) is
essential to our work.

Also important from Viola and Isenberg’s discussion [128] is their
concept of axes of abstraction, which are traversed in scale space. We
also connect the DNA representations at different scales, facilitating
a smooth transition between them. In creating this axis of abstraction,
we focus primarily on changes of Viola and Isenberg’s geometric axis,
but without a geometric interpolation of different representations. In-
stead, we use visual embedding of one scale in another one.

3.2.2 Scale-dependent molecular and genome visualization

We investigate multiscale representations of the DNA, which relates
to work in bio-molecular visualization. Several surveys have summa-
rized work in this field [3, 72, 73, 91], so below we only point out se-
lected approaches. In addition, a large body of work by professional
illustrators on mesoscale cell depiction inspired us such as visualiz-
ing the human chromosome down to the detail of individual parts of
the molecule [45].

In general, as one navigates through large-scale 3D scenes, the un-
derlying subject matter is intrinsically complex and requires appro-
priate interaction to aid intellection [42]. The inspection of individ-
ual parts is challenging, in particular if the viewer is too far away
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to appreciate its visual details. Yet large, detailed datasets or proce-
dural approaches are essential to create believable representations.
To generate not only efficient but effective visualizations, we thus
need to remove detail in Viola and Isenberg’s [128] visual abstrac-
tion sense. This allows us to render at interactive rates as well as to
see the intended structures, which would otherwise be hidden due
to cluttered views. Consequently, even most single-scale small-scale
representations use some type of multiscale approach and with it
introduce abstraction. Generally we can distinguish three fundamen-
tal techniques: multiscale representations by leaving out detail of a
single data source, multiscale techniques that actively represent pre-
served features at different scales, and multiscale approaches that can
also transit between representations of different scales. We discuss ap-
proaches for these three categories next.

3.2.2.1 Multiscale visualization by means of leaving out detail

An example of leaving out details in a multiscale context is Parulek et
al.’s [103] continuous levels-of-detail for large molecules and, in par-
ticular, proteins. They reduced detail of far-away structures for faster
rendering. They used three different conceptual distances to create in-
creasingly coarser depictions such as those used in traditional molec-
ular illustration. For distant parts of a molecule, in particular, they
seamlessly transition to super atoms using implicit surface blending.

The cellVIEW framework [76] also employs a similar level-of-detail
(LOD) principle using advanced GPU methods for proteins in the
HIV. It also removes detail to depict internal structures, and proce-
durally generates the needed elements. In mesoscopic visualization,
Lindow et al. [83] applied grid-based volume rendering to sphere
raycasting to show large numbers of atoms. They bridged five or-
ders of magnitude in length scale by exploiting the reoccurrence of
molecular sub-entities. Finally, Falk et al. [35] proposed out-of-core
optimizations for visualizing large-scale whole-cell simulations. Their
approach extended Lindow et al.’s [83] work and provides a GPU ray
marching for triangle rendering to depict pre-computed molecular
surfaces.

Approaches in this category thus create a “glimpse” of multiscale
representations by removing detail and adjusting the remaining ele-
ments accordingly. We use this principle, in fact, in an extreme form
to handle the multiscale character of the chromosome data. We com-
pletely remove the detail of a large part of the dataset. If we would
show all small details, an interactive rendering would be impossi-
ble and they would distract from the depicted elements. Nonetheless,
this approach typically only uses a single level of data and does not
incorporate different conceptual levels of scale.
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3.2.2.2 Different shape representations by conceptual scale

The encoding of structures through different conceptual scales is often
essential. Lindow et al. [84], for instance, described different render-
ing methods of nucleic acids—from 3D tertiary structures to linear 2D
and graph models—with a focus on visual quality and performance.
They demonstrate how the same data can be used to create both 3D-
spatial representations and abstract 2D mappings of genome data.
This produces three scale levels: the actual sequence, the helical form
in 3D, and the spatial assembly of this form together with proteins.
Waltemate et al. [129] represented the mesoscopic level with meshes
or microscopic images, while showing detail through molecule assem-
blies. To transition between the mesoscopic and the molecular level,
they used a membrane mapping to allow users to inspect and re-
solve areas on demand. A magnifier tool overlays the high-scale back-
ground with lower-scale details. This approach relates to our transi-
tion scheme, as we depict the higher scale as background and the
lower scale as foreground. A texture-based molecule rendering has
been proposed by Bajaj et al. [8]. Their method reduces the visual clut-
ter at higher levels by incorporating a biochemically sensitive (LOD)
hierarchy.

Tools used by domain experts also visualize different conceptual
genome scales. To the best of our knowledge, the first tool to visualize
the 3D human genome has been Genome3D [5]. It allows researchers
to select a discrete scale level and then load data specifically for this
level. The more recent GMOL tool [98] shows 3D genome data cap-
tured from Hi-C data [124]. GMOL uses a six-scale system similar to
the one that we employ and we derived our data from theirs. They
only support a discrete “toggling between scales” [98], while we pro-
vide a smooth scale transition. Moreover, we add further semantic
scale levels at the lower end to connect base locations and their atom-
istic compositions.

3.2.2.3 Conceptual scale representations with smooth transition

A smooth transition between scales has previously been recognized
as important. For instance, van der Zwan et al. [125] carried out struc-
tural abstraction with seamless transitions for molecules by contin-
uously adjusting the 3D geometry of the data. Miao et al. [90] sub-
stantially extended this concept and applied it to DNA nanostruc-
ture visualization. They used ten semantic scales and defined smooth
transitions between them. This process allows scientists to interact at
the appropriate scale level. Later, Miao et al. [89] combined this ap-
proach with three dimensional embeddings. In addition to temporal
changes of scale, Lueks et al. [85] explored a seamless and continu-
ous spatial multiscale transition by geometry adjustment, controlled
by the location in image or in object space. Finally, Kerpedjiev et al.
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[65] demonstrated multiscale navigation of 2D genome maps and 1D
genome tracks employing a smooth transition for the user to zoom
into views.

All these approaches only transition between nearby scale levels
and manipulate the depicted data geometry, which limits applica-
bility. These methods, however, do not work in domains where a
geometry transition cannot be defined. Further, they are limited in
domains where massive multiscale transitions are needed due to the
large amount of geometry that is required for the detailed scale levels.
We face these issues in our work and resolve them using visual em-
beddings instead of geometry transitions as well as a scale-dependent
camera concept. Before detailing our approach, however, we first dis-
cuss general multiscale visualization techniques from other visualiza-
tion domains.

3.2.3 General multiscale data visualization

The vast differences in spatial scale of our world in general have fas-
cinated people for a long time. Illustrators have created explanations
of these scale differences in the form of images (e. g., [131] and [105,
Fig. 1]), videos (e. g., the seminal “Powers of Ten” video [32] from
1977), and newer interactive experiences (e. g., [39]). Most illustrators
use a smart composition of images blended such that the changes are
(almost) unnoticeable, while some use clever perspectives to portray
the differences in scale. These inspirations have prompted researchers
in visualization to create similar multiscale experiences, based on real
datasets.

The classification from Section 3.2.2 for molecular and genome vi-
sualization applies here as well. Everts et al. [34], e. g., removed detail
from brain fiber tracts to observe the characteristics of the data at a
higher scale. Hsu et al. [54] defined various cameras for a dataset,
each showing a different level of detail. They then used image masks
and camera ray interpolation to create smooth spatial scale transitions
that show the data’s multiscale character. Next, Glueck et al. [41]’s ap-
proach exemplifies the change of shape representations by conceptual scale
by smoothly changing a multiscale coordinate grid and position pegs
to aid depth perception and multiscale navigation of 3D scenes. They
simply remove detail for scales that no longer contribute much to the
visualization. In their accompanying video, interestingly, they limited
the detail for each scale to only the focus point of the scale transition
to maintain interactive frame rates. Another example of this category
are geographic multiscale representations such as online maps (e. g.,
Google or Bing maps), which contain multiple scale representations,
but typically toggle between them as the user zooms in or out. Fi-
nally, virtual globes are an example for conceptual scale representations
with smooth transitions. They use smooth texture transitions to show

http://www.eamesoffice.com/the-work/powers-of-ten/
https://learn.genetics.utah.edu/content/cells/scale/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iMp_3c8OKgA
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an increasing level of detail as one zooms in. Another example is
Mohammed et al.’s [96] Abstractocyte tool, which depicts differently
abstracted astrocytes and neurons. It allows users to smoothly transi-
tion between the cell-type abstractions using both geometry transfor-
mations and blending. We extend the latter to our visual embedding
transition.

Also these approaches only cover a relatively small scale range.
Even online map services cover less than approx. six orders of mag-
nitude. Besides the field of bio-molecular and chemistry research dis-
cussed in Section 3.2.2, in fact, only astronomy deals with large scale
differences. Here, structures range from celestial bodies (>≈ 102 m)2

to the size of the observable universe (1.3 · 1026 m), in total 24 orders
of magnitude.

To depict such data, visualization researchers have created explicit
multiscale rendering architectures. Schatz et al. [113], for example,
combined the rendering of overview representations of larger struc-
tures with the detailed depiction of parts that are close to the camera
or have high importance. To truly traverse the large range of scales of
the universe, however, several datasets that cover different orders of
size and detail magnitude have to be combined into a dedicated data
rendering and exploration framework. The first such framework was
introduced by Fu et al. [37, 51] who used scale-independent model-
ing and rendering and power-scaled coordinates to produce scale-
insensitive visualizations. This approach essentially treats, models,
and visualizes each scale separately and then blends scales in and
out as they appear or disappear. The different scales of entities in
the universe can also be modeled using a ScaleGraph [66], which fa-
cilitates scale-independent rendering using scene graphs. Axelsson et
al. [7] later extended this concept to the Dynamic Scene Graph, which,
in the OpenSpace system [13], supports several high-detail locations
and stereoscopic rendering. The Dynamic Scene Graph uses a dy-
namic camera node attachment to visualize scenes of varying scale
and with high floating point precision.

With genome data we face similar problems concerning scale de-
pendent data and the need to traverse a range of scales. We also
face the challenge that our conceptual scales are packed much more
tightly in scale space as we explain next. This leads to fundamental
differences between both application domains.

3.3 multiscale genome visualization

Visualizing the nuclear human genome—from the nucleus that con-
tains all chromosomal genetic material down to the very atoms that
make up the DNA—is challenging due to the inherent organization of
the DNA in tubular arrangements. DNA in its B-form is only 2nm[4]

2 For example 25143 Itokawa, which was visited by the Hayabusa probe.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ARjQ_W97KKI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ARjQ_W97KKI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ARjQ_W97KKI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e46cofM4lOs
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wide, which in its fibrous form or at more detailed scales would be
too thin to be perceived. This situation is even more aggravated by
the dense organization of the DNA and the structural hierarchy that
bridges several scales. The previously discussed methods do not deal
with such a combination of structural characteristics. Below we thus
discuss the challenges that arise from the properties of these biolog-
ical entities and how we address them by developing our new ap-
proach that smoothly transitions between views of the genome at its
various scales.

3.3.1 Challenges of interactive multiscale DNA visualization

Domain scientists who sequence, investigate, and generally work with
genome data use a series of conceptual levels for analysis and visu-
alization [98]: the genome scale (containing all approx. 3.2 Gb of the
human genome), the chromosome scale (50–100 Mb), the loci scale (in
the order of Mb), the fiber scale (in the order of Kb), the nucleosome
scale (146 b), and the nucleotide scale (i. e., 1 b), in addition to the atom-
istic composition of the nucleotides. These seven scales cover a range
of approx. 4–5 orders of magnitude in physical size. In astronomy
or astrophysics, in contrast, researchers deal with a similar number
of scales:3 approx. 7–8 conceptual scales of objects, yet over a range
of some 24 orders of magnitude of physical size.4 A fundamental
difference between multiscale visualizations in the two domains is,
therefore, the scale density of the conceptual levels that need to be
depicted.

Multiscale astronomy visualization [7, 37, 51, 66] deals with posi-
tive-exponent scale-space5 (Figure 30, top), where two neighboring
scales are relatively far apart in scale space. For example, planets are
much smaller than stars, stars are much smaller than galaxies, galax-
ies are much smaller than galaxy clusters, etc. On average, two scales
have a distance of three or more orders of magnitude in physical
space. The consequence of this high distance in scale space between
neighboring conceptual levels is that, as one zooms out, elements
from one scale typically all but disappear before the elements on the
next conceptual level become visible. This aspect is used in creating
multiscale astronomy visualizations. For example, Axelsson et al.’s
Dynamic Scene Graph [7] uses spheres of influence to control the vis-
ibility range of objects from a given subtree of the scene graph. In
fact, the low scale density of the conceptual levels made the seam-
less animation of the astronomy/astrophysics section in the “Powers

3 Fu and Hanson [37] provide a nice overview in their Table 1.
4 We only count explicit objects, not distances between objects. We also include smaller

asteroids in the order of 10
2 m. And we use the size of the observable universe at

2 × 13.8 · 109 light years = 2.6 · 1026 m.
5 Positive-exponent scale-space refers to measurement in meters, i. e., everything

larger than approx. 1 · 100 m.

http://www.eamesoffice.com/the-work/powers-of-ten/
http://www.eamesoffice.com/the-work/powers-of-ten/
http://www.eamesoffice.com/the-work/powers-of-ten/
http://www.eamesoffice.com/the-work/powers-of-ten/
http://www.eamesoffice.com/the-work/powers-of-ten/
http://www.eamesoffice.com/the-work/powers-of-ten/
http://www.eamesoffice.com/the-work/powers-of-ten/
http://www.eamesoffice.com/the-work/powers-of-ten/
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Figure 30: Multiscale visualization in astronomy vs. genomics. The size dif-
ference between celestial bodies is extremely large (e. g., sun vs.
earth—the earth is almost invisible at that scale). The distance be-
tween earth and moon is also large, compared to their sizes. In the
genome, we have similar relative size differences, yet molecules
are densely packed as exemplified by the two base pairs in the
DNA double helix.

of Ten” Video [32] from 1977 possible—in a time before computer
graphics could be used to create such animations. Eames and Eames
[32] simply and effectively blended smoothly between consecutive
images that depicted the respective scales. For the cell/genome part,
however, they use sudden transitions between conceptual scales with-
out spatial continuity, and they also leave out several of the concep-
tual scales that scientists use today such as the chromosomes and the
nucleosomes.

The reason for this problem of smoothly transitioning between
scales in genome visualization—i. e., in negative-exponent scale-spa-
ce6 (Figure 30, bottom)—is that the conceptual levels of a multiscale
visualization are much closer to each other in scale. In contrast to
astronomy’s positive-exponent scale-space, there is only an average
scale distance of about 0.5–0.6 orders of magnitude of physical space
between two conceptual scales. Elements on one conceptual scale are
thus still visible when elements from the next conceptual scale begin
to appear. The scales for genome visualizations are thus much denser
compared to astronomy’s average scale distance of three orders of
magnitude.

Moreover, in the genome the building blocks are physically con-
nected in space and across conceptual scales, except for the genome

6 This means, everything of size approx. 1 · 10−1 m and smaller.

http://www.eamesoffice.com/the-work/powers-of-ten/
http://www.eamesoffice.com/the-work/powers-of-ten/
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and chromosome levels. From the atoms to the chromosome scale, we
have a single connected component. It is assembled in different geo-
metric ways, depending on the conceptual scale at which we choose
to observe. For example, the sequence of all nucleotides (base pairs)
of the 46 chromosomes in a human cell would stretch for 2m, with
each base pair only being 2nm wide [4], while a complete set of chro-
mosomes fits into the 6µm wide nucleus. Nonetheless, in all scales
between the sequence of nucleotides and a chromosome we deal with
the same, physically connected structure. In astronomy, instead, the
physical space between elements within a conceptual scale is mostly
empty and elements are physically not connected—elements are only
connected by proximity (and gravity), not by visible links.

The large inter-scale distance and physical connectedness, natu-
rally, also create the problem of how to visualize the relationship
between two conceptual scale levels. The mentioned multiscale visu-
alization systems from astronomy [7, 37, 51, 66] use animation for this
purpose, sometimes adding invisible and intangible elements such
as orbits of celestial bodies. In general multiscale visualization ap-
proaches, multiscale coordinate grids [41] can assist the perception of
scale-level relationships. These approaches only work if the respective
elements are independent of each other and can fade visually as one
zooms out, for example, into the next-higher conceptual scale. The
connected composition of the genome does make these approaches
impossible. In the genome, in addition, we have a complete model for
the details in each conceptual level, derived from data that are aver-
ages of measurements from many experiments on a single organism
type. We are thus able to and need to show visual detail everywhere—
as opposed to only close to a single point like planet Earth in astron-
omy.

Ultimately, all these points lead to two fundamental challenges
for us to solve. The first (discussed in Section 3.3.2 and 3.3.3) is how
to visually create effective transitions between conceptual scales. The
transitional scales shall show the containment and relationship char-
acter of the data even in still images and seamlessly allow us to travel
across the scales as we are interacting. They must deal with the con-
tinuous nature of the depicted elements, which are physically con-
nected in space and across scales. The second challenge is a computa-
tional one. Positional information of all atoms from the entire genome
would not fit into GPU memory and will prohibit interactive render-
ing performance. We discuss how to overcome these computational
issues in Section 3.4, along with the implementation of the visual de-
sign from Section 3.3.2 and 3.3.3.
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3.3.2 Visual embedding of conceptual scales

Existing multiscale visualizations of DNA [85, 90, 125] or other data
[96] often use geometry manipulations to transition from one scale to
the next. For the full genome, however, this approach would create
too much detail to be useful and would require too many elements
to be rendered. Moreover, two consecutive scales may differ signifi-
cantly in structure and organization. A nucleosome, e. g., consists of
nucleotides in double-helix form, wrapped around a histone protein.
We thus need appropriate abstracted representations for the whole set of
geometry in a given scale that best depict the scale-dependent struc-
ture and still allow us to create smooth transitions between scales.

Figure 31: Plates 1013, 1048, and 1216 from Gray’s Anatomy [47], demonstrate
layered composition of multiscale 3D objects by traditional illus-
trators. The images are in the public domain p.

Nonetheless, the mentioned geometry-based multiscale transfor-
mations still serve as an important inspiration to our work. They
often provide intermediate representations that may not be entirely
accurate, but show how one scale relates to another one, even in a still
image. Viewers can appreciate the properties of both involved scale
levels, such as in Miao et al.’s [90] transition between nucleotides and
strands.

Specifically, we take inspiration from traditional illustration where
a related visual metaphor has been used before. As exemplified by
Figure 31, illustrators sometimes use an abstracted representation of
a coarser scale to aid viewers with understanding the overall composi-
tion as well as the spatial location of the finer details. This embedding
of one representation scale into the next is similar to combining sev-
eral layers of visual information—or super-imposition [97, pp. 288 ff].
It is a common approach, for example, in creating maps. In visual-
ization, this principle has been used in the past (e. g., [21, 55, 110,
112]), typically applying some form of transparency to be able to per-
ceive the different layers. Transparency, however, can easily lead to
visualizations that are difficult to understand [20]. Simple outlines to
indicate the coarser shape or context can also be useful [120]. In our
case, even outlines easily lead to clutter due to the immense amount
of detail in the genome data. Moreover, we are not interested in show-
ing that some elements are spatially inside others, but rather that the

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/Gray's_Anatomy_plates
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elements are part of a higher-level structure, thus are conceptually con-
tained.

Specifically, we take inspiration from traditional illustration where
a related visual metaphor has been used before. As exemplified by
Figure 31, illustrators sometimes use an abstracted representation of
a coarser scale to aid viewers with understanding the overall composi-
tion as well as the spatial location of the finer details. This embedding
of one representation scale into the next is similar to combining sev-
eral layers of visual information—or super-imposition [97, pp. 288 ff].
It is a common approach, for example, in creating maps. In visual-
ization, this principle has been used in the past (e. g., [21, 55, 110,
112]), typically applying some form of transparency to be able to per-
ceive the different layers. Transparency, however, can easily lead to
visualizations that are difficult to understand [20]. Simple outlines to
indicate the coarser shape or context can also be useful [120]. In our
case, even outlines easily lead to clutter due to the immense amount
of detail in the genome data. Moreover, we are not interested in show-
ing that some elements are spatially inside others, but rather that the
elements are part of a higher-level structure, thus are conceptually con-
tained.
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Figure 32: Visual embedding, schematic principle.

We therefore propose visual scale embedding of the detailed scale
into its coarser parent (see the illustration in Figure 32). We render
an abstracted representation of the coarser scale first to serve as a
context or canvas, and render the representation of the more detailed
scale on top of it. The context or canvas should not interfere in its
spatial perception with the depiction of the detail because it is typ-
ically surrounding the next scale. An exemplifying case of how this
can lead to perception issues in still images was given by Svetachov
et al. [116, Fig. 10]. We thus completely flattened the context as shown
in Figure 32 and inspired by previous multiscale visualizations from
structural biology [103]. Then we render the detailed geometry of
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the next-smaller scale on top of it. This concept adequately supports
our goal of smooth scale transitions. A geometric representation of
the coarser scale is first shown using 3D shading as long as it is still
small on the screen, i. e., the camera is far away. It transitions to a
flat, canvas-like representation when the camera comes closer and
the detail in this scale is not enough anymore. We now add the repre-
sentation of the more detailed scale on top—again using 3D shading,
as shown for two scale transitions in Figure 33.

(a) (b)

Figure 33: Two snapshots of scale transition views, (a) between the chromo-
some and the detailed chromosome scales, as well as (b) between
nucleotides and detailed nucleotides scales.

Our illustrative visualization concept combines the 2D aspect of the
flattened coarser scale with the 3D detail of the finer scale. With it we
make use of superimposed representations as argued by Viola and
Isenberg [128], which are an alternative to spatially or temporally jux-
taposed views. In our case, the increasingly abstract character of ren-
dering of the coarser scale (as we flatten it during zooming in) relates
to its increasingly contextual and conceptual nature. Our approach
thus relates to semantic zooming [106] because the context layer turns
into a flat surface or canvas, irrespective of the underlying 3D struc-
ture and regardless of the specific chosen view direction. This type
of scale zoom does not have the character of cut-away techniques as
often used in tools to explore containment in 3D data (e. g., [77, 81]).
Instead, it is more akin to the semantic zooming in the visualization
of abstract data, which is embedded in the 2D plane (e. g., [132]).

3.3.3 Multiscale visual embedding and scale-dependent view

One visual embedding step connects two consecutive semantic scales.
We now concatenate several steps to assemble the whole hierarchy
(Figure 34). This is conceptually straightforward because each scale
by itself is shown using 3D shading. Nonetheless, as we get to finer
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and finer details, we face the two major problems mentioned at the
start of Section 3.3.2: visual clutter and limitations of graphics pro-
cessing. Both are caused by the tight scale space packing of the se-
mantic levels in the genome. At detailed scales, a huge number of el-
ements are potentially visible, e. g., 3.2 Gb at the level of nucleotides.
To address this issue, we adjust the camera concept to the multi-scale
nature of the data.
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Figure 34: Sequence of visual scale embeddings, based on the data levels.

In previous multiscale visualization frameworks [7, 37, 51, 66], re-
searchers have already used scale-constrained camera navigation.
For example, they apply a scale-dependent camera speed to quickly
cover the huge distances at coarse levels and provide fine control
for detailed levels. In addition, they used a scale-dependent physical
camera size or scope such that the depicted elements would appro-
priately fill the distance between near and far plane, or use depth
buffer remapping [37] to cover a larger depth range. In astronomy
and astrophysics, however, we do not face the problem of a lot of
nearby elements in detailed levels of scale due to their loose scale-
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space packing. After all, if we look into the night sky we do not see
much more than “a few” stars from our galactic neighborhood which,
in a visualization system, can easily be represented by a texture map.
Axelsson et al. [7], for example, simply attach their cameras to nodes
within the scale level they want to depict.

For the visualization of genome data, however, we have to intro-
duce an active control of the scale-dependent data-hierarchy size or
scope as we would “physically see”, for example, all nucleosomes or
nucleotides up to the end of the nucleus. Aside from the resulting
clutter, such complete genome views would also conceptually not be
helpful because, due to the nature of the genome, the elements within
a detailed scale largely repeat themselves. The visual goal should thus
be to only show a relevant and scale-dependent subset of each hierar-
chy level. We thus limit the rendering scope to a subset of the hierar-
chy, depending on the chosen scale level and spatial focus point. The
example in Figure 35 depicts the nucleosome scale, where we only
show a limited number of nucleosomes to the left and the right of
the current focus point in the sequence, while the rest of the hierar-
chy has been blended out. We thereby extend the visual metaphor of
the canvas, which we applied in the visual embedding, and use the
white background of the frame buffer as a second, scale-dependent
canvas, which limits the visibility of the detail. In contrast to photore-
alism7 that drives many multi-scale visualizations in astronomy, we
are interested in appropriately abstracted representations through a
scale-dependent removal of distant detail to support viewers in fo-
cusing on their current region of interest.

Figure 35: Scale-dependent hierarchy scope realized for nucleosomes by
showing five fiber locations around the focus and fading out the
ends.

3.4 implementation

Based on the conceptual design from Section 3.3 we now describe the
implementation of our multi-scale genome visualization framework.

7 Of course, visualizations in astronomy also comprise non-photographic components
such as hyperspectral imaging or radio astronomy data, but many scales use depic-
tions based on a photographic camera as their guiding vision.
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We first describe the used and then explain the shader-based realiza-
tion of the scale transitions using a series of visual embedding steps
as well as some interaction considerations.

3.4.1 Data sources and data hierarchy

Researchers in genome studies have a high interest in understanding
the relationships between the spatial structure at the various scale lev-
els and the biological function of the DNA. Therefore they have cre-
ated a multi-scale dataset that allows them to look at the genome in
different spatial scale levels [98]. This data was derived by Nowotny
et al. [98] from a model of the human genome by Asbury et al. [5],
which in turn was constructed based on various data sources and
observed properties. For determining the positions of the chromatin
fiber, Nowotny et al. used Bancaud et al.’s [9] approach of space-
filling, fractal packing. As a result, Nowotny et al. [98] obtained the
positions of the nucleotides in space, and from these computed the
positions of fibers, loci, and chromosomes (Figure 36). They stored this
data in their own Genome Scale System (GSS) format and also pro-
vided the positions of the nucleotides for one nucleosome (Figure 36,
bottom-right). Even with this additional data, we still have to proce-
durally generate further information as we visualize this data such
as the orientations of the nucleosomes (based on the location of two
consecutive nucleosomes) and the linker DNA strands of nucleotides
connecting two consecutive nucleosomes.

Figure 36: Screenshots from GMOL showing traditional visualizations of the
multi-scale genome data by depicting chromosomes, loci of all
chromosomes, loci of a single chromosome, fibers, nucleosomes,
and nucleotides. Images from Nowotny et al. [98] (c b CC BY
4.0).

This data provides positions at every scale level, without addi-
tional information about the actual sizes. Only at the nucleotide and
atom scales the sizes are known. It was commonly thought that nu-
cleosomes are tightly and homogeneously packed into 30nm fibers,

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
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120nm chromonema, and 300–700nm chromatids, but recent studies
[101] disprove this organization and confirm the existence of flexi-
ble chains with diameters of 5–24nm. Therefore, for all hierarchically
organized scales coarser than the nucleosome, we do not have infor-
mation about the specific shape that each data point represents. We
use spheres with scale-adjusted sizes as rendering primitives as they
well portray the chaining of elements according to the data-point se-
quence.

With respect to visualizing this multi-scale phenomenon, the data
hierarchy (i. e., 100 nucleosomes = 1 fiber, 100 fibers = 1 locus, ap-
prox. 100 loci = 1 chromosome) is not the same as the hierarchy of
semantic scales that a viewer sees. For example, the dataset contains
a level that stores the chromosome positions, but if rendered we would
only see one sphere for each chromosome (Figure 37b). Such a depic-
tion would not easily be recognized as representing a chromosome
due to the lack of detail. The chromosomes by themselves only be-
come apparent once we display them with more shape details using
the data level of the loci as given in Figure 37c. The locations at the
chromosomes data scale can instead be better used to represent the
semantic level of the nucleus by rendering them as larger spheres, all
with the same color and with a single outline around the entire shape
as illustrated in Figure 37a.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 37: Mismatch of the data scale and the semantic scale: the chromo-
some locations are not easily recognized as chromosomes in (b),
instead we display them using a single color as in (a) to rep-
resent the semantic nucleus scale. The chromosomes and their
three-dimensional shape are better shown using data from the
more detailed loci scale (c).

In Table 1 we list the relationships between data hierarchy and se-
mantic hierarchy for the entire set of scales we support. From the
table follows that the choice of color assignment and the subset of
rendered elements on the screen supports viewers in understanding
the semantic level, which we want to portray. For example, by render-
ing the fiber positions colored by chromosome we facilitate the under-
standing of a detailed depiction of a chromosome, rather than that
chromosomes consist of several loci. In an alternative depiction for
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Table 1: Relationship between data and semantic hierarchies.

domain experts, who are interested in studying the loci regions, we
could instead assign the colors by loci for the fiber data level and be-
yond.

We added two additional scale transitions that are not realized by
visual embedding, but instead by color transitions. The first of these
transitions changes the colors from the previously maintained chro-
mosome color to nucleotide colors as the nucleotide positions are ren-
dered in their 3D shape to illustrate that the nucleosomes themselves
consist of pairs of nucleotides. The following transition then uses vi-
sual embedding as before, to transition to atoms while maintaining
nucleotide colors. The last transition, again changes this color assign-
ment such that the atoms are rendered in their typical element colors,
using 3D shading and without flattening them.

3.4.2 Realizing visual scale embedding

For our proof-of-concept implementation we build on the molecular
visualization functionality provided in the Marion framework [94].
We added to this framework the capability to load the previously de-
scribed GSS data. We thus load and store the highest detail of the
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data—the 23,958,240 nucleosome positions—as well as all positions
of the coarser scales. To show more detail, we use the single nucle-
osome example in the data, which consists of 292 nucleotides and
then create the ≈ 24 · 106 instances for the semantic nucleosome scale.
Here we fully use of Le Muzic et al.’s [76] technique of employing the
tessellation stages on the GPU 8, which dynamically injects the atoms
of the nucleosome. We apply a similar instancing approach for transi-
tioning to an atomistic representation, based on the 1AOI model from
the PDB. To visually represent the elements, we utilize 2D sphere im-
postors instead of sphere meshes [76]. Specifically, we use triangular
2D billboards (i. e., only three vertices) that always face the camera
and assign the depth to each fragment that it would get if it had been
a sphere.

If we wanted to directly render all atoms at the finest detail scale,
we would have to deal with ≈ 3.2 Gb ·70 atoms/b= 224 · 109 atoms.
This amount of detail is not possible to render at interactive rates.
With LOD optimizations, such as the creation of super-atoms for dis-
tant elements, cellVIEW could process 15 · 109 atoms at 60 Hz [76].
This amount of detail does not seem to be necessary in our case. Our
main goal is the depiction of the scale transitions and too much detail
would cause visual noise and distractions. We use the scale-dependent
removal of distant detail described in Section 3.3.3. As listed in Table 1,
for coarse scales we show all chromosomes. Starting with the seman-
tic fibers scale, we only show the focus chromosome. For the semantic
nucleosomes level, we only show the focus fiber and two additional
fibers in both directions of the sequence. To indicate that the sequence
continues, we gradually fade out the ends of the sequence of nucleo-
somes as shown in Figure 35. For finer scales beyond the nucleosomes,
we maintain the sequence of five fibers around the focus point, but
remove the detail of the links between nucleosomes.

To manage the different rendering scopes and color assignments,
we assign IDs to elements in a data scale and record the IDs of the
hierarchy ancestors of an element. For example, each chromosome data
element gets an ID, which in turn is known to the loci data instances.
We use this ID to assign a color to the chromosomes. Because we
continue rendering all chromosomes even at the fiber data level re-
spectively semantic chromosome with detail level, we also pass the IDs
of the chromosomes to the fiber data elements. Later, the IDs of the
fiber data elements are used to determine the rendering scope in the
data levels of nucleotide positions and finer (more detail).

For realizing the transition in the visual scale embedding, i. e., transi-
tioning from the coarser scale SN to the finer scale SN+1, we begin
by alpha-blending SN rendered with 3D detail and flattened SN. We
achieve the 3D detail with screen-space ambient occlusion (SSAO),

8 This technique builds on earlier work by Gumhold [48], Klein and Ertl [67], Reina
and Ertl [111], etc.

https://www.rcsb.org/structure/1AOI
https://www.rcsb.org/structure/1AOI
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while the flattened version does not use SSAO. Next we transition
between SN and SN+1 by first rendering SN and then SN+1 on top,
the latter with increasing opacity. Here we avoid visual clutter by
only adding detail to elements in SN+1 on top of those regions that
belonged to their parents in SN. The necessary information for this
purpose comes from the previously mentioned IDs. We thus first ren-
der all flattened elements of SN, before blending in detail elements
from SN+1. In the final transition of visual scale embedding, we remove
the elements from SN through alpha-blending. For the two color tran-
sitions discussed in Section 3.4.1 we simply alpha-blend between the
corresponding elements of SN and SN+1, but with different color as-
signments.

3.4.3 Interaction considerations

The rendering speeds are in the range of 15–35 fps on an Intel Core™

PC (i7-8700K, 6 cores, 32 GB RAM, 3.70 GHz, nVidia Quadro P4000,
Windows 10 x64). In addition to providing a scale-controlled traver-
sal of the scale hierarchy toward a focus point, we thus allow users
to interactively explore the data and choose their focus point them-
selves. To support this interaction, we allow users to apply transfor-
mations such as rotation and panning. We also allow users to click
on the data to select a new focus point, which controls the removal
of elements to be rendered at specific scale transitions (as shown in
Table 1). First, users can select the focus chromosome (starting at loci
positions), whose position is the median point within the sequence
of fiber positions for that chromosome. This choice controls which
chromosome remains as we transition from the fiber to the nucleosome
data scale. Next, starting at the nucleosome data scale, users can select
a strand of five consecutive fiber positions, which then ensures that
only this strand remains as we transition from nucleosome to nucleotide
positions.

To further support the interactive exploration, we also adjust the
colors of the elements to be in focus next. For example, the subset of
a chromosome next in focus is rendered in a slightly lighter color than
the remaining elements of the same level. This approach provides a
natural visual indication of the current focus point and guides the
view of the users as they explore the scales.

To achieve the scale-constrained camera navigation, we measure the
distance to a transition or interaction target point in the data sequence.
We measure this distance as the span between the camera location
and the position of the target level in its currently active scale. This
distance then informs the setting of camera parameters and SSAO
passes. After the user has selected a new focus point, the current
distance to the camera will change, so we adjust also the global scale
parameter that we use to control the scale navigation.
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3.5 discussion

Based on our design and implementation we now compare our re-
sults with existing visual examples, examine potential application
domains, discuss limitations, and suggest several directions for im-
provement.

3.5.1 Comparison to traditionally created illustrations

Measuring the ground truth is only possible to a certain degree, which
makes the comparison to ScaleTrotter difficult. One reason is that no
static genetic material exists in living cells. Moreover, microscopy is
also limited at the scale levels with which we are dealing. We have
to rely on the data from the domain experts with its own limitations
(Section 3.5.4) as the input for creating our visualization and com-
pare the results with existing illustrations in both static and animated
form.

We first look at traditional static multi-scale illustrations as shown
in Figure 38; other illustrations similar to the one in Figure 38a can be
found in Annunziato’s [4] and Ou et al.’s [101] works. In Figure 38a,
the illustrators perform the scale transition along a 1D path, sup-
ported by the DNA’s extreme length. We do not take this route as we
employ the actual positions of elements from the involved datasets.
This means that we could also apply our approach to biologic agents
such as proteins that do not have an extremely long extent. Moreover,
the static illustrations have some continuous scale transitions, e. g.,
the detail of the DNA molecule itself or the sizes of the nucleosomes.
Some transitions in the multi-scale representation, however, are more
sudden such as the transition from the DNA to nucleosomes, the tran-
sition from the nucleosomes to the condensed chromatin fiber, and
the transition from that fiber to the 700nm wide chromosome leg.
Figure 38b has only one such transition. The changeover happens
directly between the nucleosome level and the mitotic chromosome.
We show transitions between scales interactively using our visual scale
embedding. The static illustrations in Figure 38 just use the continuous
nature of the DNA to evoke the same hierarchical layering of the dif-
ferent scales. The benefit of the spatial scale transitions in the static
illustrations is that a single view can depict all scale levels, while
our temporally-controlled scale transitions allow us to interactively
explore any point in both the genome’s spatial layout and in scale.
Moreover, we also show the actual physical configuration of every
scale according to the datasets that genome researchers provide, rep-
resenting the current state of knowledge.

We also compare our results to animated illustrations as exempli-
fied by the “Powers of Ten” video9 [32] and a video treating the

9 http://www.eamesoffice.com/the-work/powers-of-ten/

http://www.eamesoffice.com/the-work/powers-of-ten/
http://www.eamesoffice.com/the-work/powers-of-ten/
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Figure 38: Artistic depictions of image-spatial scale transitions for genome
data. Images from [121]/[105] and © Springer Nature/The Amer-
ican Association for the Advancement of Science, respectively,
used with permission.

composition of the genome10 and created by Drew Berry et al. in
2003. The “Powers of Ten” video only shows the fibers of the DNA
double helix curled into loops—a notion that has since been revised
by the domain experts. Nonetheless, the video still shows a contin-
uous transition in scale through blending of aligned representations
from the fibers, to the nucleotides, to the atoms. It even suggests that
we should continue the scale journey beyond the atoms. The second
video, in contrast, shows the scale transitions starting from the DNA
double helix and zooming out. The scale transitions are depicted as
“physical” assembly processes, e. g., going from the double helix to
nucleosomes, and from nucleosomes to fibers. Furthermore, shifts of
focus or hard cuts are applied as well. The process of assembling an
elongated structure through curling up can nicely illustrate the com-
position of the low-level genome structures, but only if no constraints
on the rest of the fibrous structure exist. In our interactive illustration,
we have such constraints where we can zoom out and in and where
we have restrictions on the locations of all elements coming from the
given data. Moreover, the construction also potentially creates a lot of
motion due to the dense nature of the genome and, thus, visual noise
which might impact the overall visualization. On the other hand, both
videos convey the message that no element is static at the small scales.
We do not yet show this functionality in our visualizations.

Both static and dynamic traditional visualizations depict the com-
position of the genome in its mitotic stage. The chromosomes only

10 http://www.wehi.edu.au/wehi-tv/molecular-visualisations-dna

http://www.wehi.edu.au/wehi-tv/molecular-visualisations-dna
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assume this stage, however, when the cell divides. Our visualization
is the first that provides the user with an interactive exploration with
smooth scale transitions of the genome in its interphase state, the
state in which the chromosomes exist most of the time.

3.5.2 Feedback from illustrators and application scenarios

To discuss the creation of illustrations for laypeople with ScaleTrot-
ter, we asked two professional illustrators for feedback who work on
biological and medical visualizations. One of them has ten years ex-
perience as a professional scientific illustrator and animator with a fo-
cus on biological and medical illustrations for science education. The
other expert is a certified illustrator with two years experience plus
a PhD in Bioengineering. We conducted a semi-structured interview
(approx. 60 min) with them, to get critical feedback [61, 70] on our
illustrative multi-scale visualization and to learn how our approach
compares to the way they deal with multi-scale depictions in their
daily work.

They immediately considered our ScaleTrotter approach for show-
ing genome scale transitions as part of a general story to tell. They
missed the necessary additional support for telling a story such as
the contextual representation of a cell (for which we could investi-
gate cellVIEW [76]) and, in general, audio support and narration. Al-
though they had to judge our results isolated from other story telling
methods, they saw the benefits of an interactive tool for creating nar-
ratives that goes beyond the possibilities of their manual approaches.

We also got a number of specific pieces of advice for improvement.
In particular, they recommended different settings for when to make
certain transitions in scale space. The illustrators also suggested the
addition of “contrast” for those parts that will be in focus next as we
zoom in—a feature we then added and describe in Section 3.4.3.

According to them, our concept of using visual scale embedding to
transition between different scalar representations has not yet been
used in animated illustrations, yet the general concept of showing de-
tail together with context as illustrated in Figure 31 is known. Instead
of using visual scale embedding, they use techniques discussed in
Section 3.5.1, or they employ cut-outs with rectangles or boxes to in-
dicate the transition between scales. Our visual scale embedding is seen
by them as a clear innovation: “to have a smooth transition between
the scales is really cool.” Moreover, they were excited about the abil-
ity to freely select a point of focus and interactively zoom into the
corresponding detail. Basically, they said that our approach would
bring them closer to their vision of a “molecular Maya” because it
is “essential to have a scientifically correct reference.” Connected to
this point we also discussed the application of ScaleTrotter in genome
research. Due to their close collaborations with domain experts they
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emphasized that the combination of the genomics sequence data plus
some type of spatial information will be essential for future research.
A combination of our visualization, which is based on the domain’s
state-of-the-art spatial data, with existing tools could allow genome
scientists to better understand the function of genes and certain ge-
netic diseases.

In summary, they are excited about the visual results and see appli-
cation possibilities both in teaching and in data exploration.

3.5.3 Feedback from genome scientists

As a result of our conversation with the illustrators they also con-
nected us to a neurobiologist who investigates 3D genome structures
at single cell levels, e. g., by comparing cancerous with healthy cells.
His group is interested in interactions between different regions of the
genome. Although the spatial characteristics of the data are of key im-
portance to them, they still use 2D tools. The scientist confirmed that
a combination of their 2D representations with our interactive 3D-
spatial multi-scale method would considerably help them to under-
stand the interaction of sequentially distant but spatially close parts
of the genome, processes such as gene expression, and DNA-protein
interactions.

We also presented our approach to an expert in molecular biol-
ogy with 52 years of age and 22 years of post-PhD experience. He
specializes in genetics and studies the composition, architecture, and
function of SMC complexes. We conducted a semi-structured inter-
view (approx. 60 minutes) to discuss our results. He stated that tran-
sitions between several scales are definitely useful for analyzing the
3D genome. He was satisfied with the coarser chromosomes and loci
representations, but had suggestions for improving the nucleosome
and atomic scales. In particular, he noted the lack of proteins such
as histones. He compared our visualization with existing electron
microscopy images [100, 101], and suggested that a more familiar
filament-like representation could increase understandability. In his
opinion, some scale transitions happened too early (e. g., the tran-
sition from chromosome-colored to nucleotide-colored nucleotides).
We adjusted our parametrization accordingly. In addition, based on
his feedback, we added an interactive scale offset control that now al-
lows users to adjust the scale representation for a given zoom level.
This offset only adapts the chosen representation according to Table 1,
while leaving the size on the screen unchanged. The expert also sug-
gested to build on the current approach and extend it with more
scales, which we plan to do in the future. Similar to the feedback
from the neurobiologist, also the molecular biologist agrees that an
integration with existing 2D examination tools has a great potential
to improve the workflow in a future visualization system.
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3.5.4 Limitations

There are several limitations of our work, the first set relating to the
source data. While we used actual data generated by domain experts
based on the latest understanding of the genome, it is largely gen-
erated using simulations and not actual measurements (Section 3.4.1.
We do not use actual sequence data at the lowest scales. Moreover, our
specific dataset only contains 45 chromosomes, instead of the correct
number of 46. We also noticed that the dataset contains 23,958,240

nucleosome positions, yet when we multiply this with the sum of
146 base pairs per nucleosome we arrive at ≈ 3.5Gb for the entire
genome—not even including the linker base pairs in this calculation
and for only 45 chromosomes. Ultimately better data is required. The
overall nature of the visualization and the scale transitions would not
be impacted by the modified data and we believe that the data quality
is already sufficient for general illustration and teaching purposes.

Another limitation is the huge size of the data. Loading all po-
sitions for the interactive visualization takes approx. two minutes,
but we have not yet explored the feasibility of also loading actual
sequence data. We could investigate loading data on-demand for fu-
ture interactive applications, in particular in the context of tools for
domain experts. For such applications we would also likely have to
reconsider our design decision to leave out data in the detailed scales,
as these may interact with the parts that we do show. We would need
to develop a space-dependent look-up to identify parts from the en-
tire genome that potentially interact with the presently shown focus
sequences. Another limitation relates to the selection of detail to zoom
into. At the moment, we determine the focus interactively based on
the currently depicted scale level. This makes it, for example, difficult
to select a chromosome deep inside the nucleus or fibers deep inside
a chromosome. A combination with an abstract data representation—
for example with a domain expert sequencing tool—would address
this problem.

3.5.5 Future work

Beyond addressing the mentioned issues, we would like to pursue a
number of additional ideas in the future. A next step towards adop-
tion of our approach in biological or medical research is to build
an analytical system on top of ScaleTrotter that allows us to query
various scientifically relevant aspects. As noted in Section 3.5.2, one
scenario are spatial queries to determine whether two genes are lo-
cated in a close spatial vicinity in case they somehow are related.
Other visualization systems developed in the past for analyzing gene
expressions can benefit from the structural features that ScaleTrotter
offers.
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Extending to other subject matters, we will also have to investi-
gate scale transitions where the scales cannot be represented with
sequences of blobs. For example, can we also use linear or volumet-
ric representations and extend our visual space embedding to such
structures? Alternatively, can we find more effective scale transitions
to use such as geometry-based ones (e. g., [85, 90, 125]), in addition
to the visual embedding and the color changes we use so far? We
have to avoid over-using the visual variable color which is a scarce re-
source. Many elements could use color at different scales, so dynamic
methods for color management will be essential.

Another direction for future research are generative methods for
completing the basic skeletal genetic information on the fly. Currently
we use data that are based on positions of nucleotides, while higher-
level structures are constructed from these. Information about nu-
cleotide orientations and their connectivity is missing, as well as the
specific sequence which is currently not derived from real data. Scale-
Trotter does not contain higher-level structures and protein complexes
that hold the genome together and which would need to be modeled
with a strict scientific accuracy in mind. An algorithmic generation
of such models from Hi-C data would allow biologists to adjust the
model parameters according to their mental model, and would give
them a system for generating new hypotheses. Such a generative ap-
proach would also integrate well with the task of adding processes in
which involve the DNA, such as condensation, replication, and cell
division.

A related fundamental question is how to visualize the dynamic
characteristics of the molecular world. It would be highly useful to
portray the transition between the interphase and the mitotic form of
the DNA, to support visualizing the dynamic processes of reading
out the DNA, and to even show the Brownian motion of the atoms.

Finally, our visualization relies on dedicated decisions of how to pa-
rameterize the scale transitions. While we used our best judgment to
adjust the settings, the resulting parameterization may not be univer-
sally valid. An interactive illustration for teaching may need param-
eters different from those in a tool for domain experts. It would be
helpful to derive templates that could be used in different application
contexts.

3.6 conclusion

ScaleTrotter constitutes one step towards understanding the myster-
ies of human genetics—not only for a small group of scientists, but
also for larger audiences. It is driven by our desire as humans to un-
derstand “was die Welt im Innersten zusammenhält” [what “binds the
world, and guides its course”] [43]. We believe that our visualization
has the potential to serve as the basis of teaching material about the

https://gutenberg.spiegel.de/buch/faust-eine-tragodie-3664/4
https://www.gutenberg.org/files/14591/14591-h/14591-h.htm#I
https://www.gutenberg.org/files/14591/14591-h/14591-h.htm#I
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genome and part of the inner workings of biologic processes. It is
intended both for the general public and as a foundation for future
visual data exploration for genome researchers. In both cases we sup-
port, for the first time, an interactive and seamless exploration of the
full range of scales—from the nucleus to the atoms of the DNA.

From our discussion it became clear that such multi-scale visual-
izations need to be created in a fundamentally different way as com-
pared to those excellent examples used in the astronomy domain.
In this paper we thus distinguish between the positive-exponent scale-
space of astronomy (looking inside-out) and the negative-exponent
scale-space of genome data (looking outside-in). For the latter we
provide a multi-scale visualization approach based on visual scale em-
bedding. We also discuss an example on how the controlled use of
abstraction in (illustrative) visualization allows us to employ a space-
efficient superimposition of visual representations. This is opposed to
juxtaposed views [128], which are ubiquitous in visualization today.

A remaining question is whether the tipping point between the dif-
ferent types of scale spaces is really approximately 1 meter (1 · 100 m)
or whether we should use a different point in scale space such as
1mm. The answer to this question requires further studies on how
to illustrate multi-scale subject matter. An example is to generalize
our approach to other biologic phenomena such as mitotic DNA or
microtubules as suggested in Section 3.5.5. If we continue our jour-
ney down the negative-exponent scale-space we may discover a third
scale-space region. Models of atoms and subatomic particles seem
to again comprise much empty space, similar to the situation in the
positive-exponent scale-space. A bigger vision of this work thus is
to completely replicate the “Powers of Ten” video—the 36 orders of
magnitude from the size of the observable universe to sub-atomic
particles—but with an interactive tool and based on current data and
visualizations.

http://www.eamesoffice.com/the-work/powers-of-ten/


4
M U LT I S C A L E U N F O L D I N G : I L L U S T R AT I V E LY
V I S U A L I Z I N G T H E W H O L E G E N O M E AT A
G L A N C E

In this chapter, we take the second step towards exploration of the hu-
man genome, by addressing aspects that were not the focus of Chap-
ter 3. We use a spatial abstraction axis to explore the linear structure
of the genome. We thus present Multiscale Unfolding, an interactive
technique for visualizing multiple hierarchical scales of DNA in a sin-
gle view, which allows viewers to explore genome data at different
scales and understand how one scale is spatially folded into the next.
The DNA’s extremely long sequential structure that is arranged differ-
ently on several different scale levels is often lost in traditional 3D rep-
resentations, mainly due to its multiple levels of dense spatial pack-
ing and the resulting occlusion. Furthermore, interactive exploration
of this complex structure is cumbersome, requiring visibility man-
agement like cut-aways. In contrast to existing temporally controlled
multiscale data exploration, we allow viewers to always see and inter-
act with any of the involved scales. For this purpose we separate the
depiction into constant-scale and transitioning-scale zones. Constant-
scale zones maintain a single scale representation, while still linearly
unfolding the DNA. Using inspiration from illustration, transitioning-
scale zones transition between adjacent constant-scale zones using
scaling, transparency, and level unfolding. We thus unfold the spa-
tial structure of the long DNA macro-molecule, maintain its local
organizational characteristics, linearize its higher-level organization,
and use spatially controlled, understandable interpolation between
neighboring scales. We also contribute interaction techniques that
provide viewers with a coarse-to-fine control for navigating within
our all-scales-in-one-view visualizations and visual aids to illustrate
the size differences. Overall, Multiscale Unfolding allows viewers to
grasp the DNA’s structural composition from chromosomes to the
atoms, with increasing levels of “unfoldedness”, and can be applied
in data-driven illustration and communication as well as as a basis
for visualizations for domain experts.

Main portions of this chapter are from an article accepted for publi-
cation in TVCG [49]. Therefore, any use of “we” in this chapter refers
to myself, David Kouřil, Haichao Miao, M. Eduard Gröller, Ivan Viola,
and Tobias Isenberg.
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4.1 introduction

Exploration of 3D data is essential for all physical sciences, from the
smallest phenomena in particle physics to the largest known struc-
tures in astrophysics. In many of the sciences in this spectrum (includ-
ing biology) and applied fields such as medicine and engineering, it
is not only important to understand data at a single spatial scale. In-
stead, many phenomena require a multiscale data analysis. Within
visualization, researchers have contributed to this analysis by provid-
ing several means for the exploration of multiscale data (e. g., [7, 13,
37, 50, 66, 71, 96, 103, 113]), for many of the mentioned application
domains.

To date, most of the proposed data exploration strategies follow a
temporal control in the data navigation. At any given time, the visual
representation shows a subset of the 3D dataset at a single spatial
scale factor, and this scale factor can be changed interactively, i. e.,
over time. This strategy has the benefit that it allows viewers to expe-
rience and explore the actual 3D spatial structure of the data. But, it
requires them to examine the data’s scale changes sequentially and,
thus, requires them to memorize the different spatial scale configura-
tions for comparison. Moreover, if data has a complex spatial config-
uration at a given scale such as the heavily intertwined DNA then it
is difficult to make such a comparison—even if both scales would be
shown side-by-side.

An alternative way of exploring multiscale data is to use a spatial
control of scale. The visual representation of different scale configu-
rations are shown at different locations in a single image. Illustrators
have used this strategy in the past to depict the different scale as-
pects of multiscale data such as the DNA, anatomy structures, and of
astrophysics (e. g., Figure 40). This paradigm has the advantage that
it allows us to explain—in particular to non-experts and in general
education—the inter-connectedness of the scales as well as (local ex-
amples of) their spatial configurations, all in one view. This technique
is particularly well suited for phenomena in which the spatial scales
are, in fact, physically connected like in genetic macro-molecules (i. e.,
DNA, RNA).

In this paper we thus take inspiration from static illustrations and
present a framework that allows us to interactively create and explore
spatially-controlled multiscale visualizations based on captured and
simulated genome data (Figure 39). We demonstrate how to unfold
the data according to their scales and depict them following chosen
image-space paths. Next, we spatially transition from one unfolded
scale to the next, with each transition depending on the characteristics
of the two involved scales. We also introduce interaction techniques to
navigate our new multiscale representation with spatially-controlled
abstraction and relate our representations to temporally controlled
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Figure 39: Multiscale unfolding with continuous scale transitions of the 3D
human genome, showing chromosomes, loci, fibers, nucleosomes,
double helix, and flattened base pairs. Scales 1–4 are composed
of details from the next-lower scale, and linearized based on the
elements’ own positions.

multiscale visualizations. Finally, we report on feedback from profes-
sional illustrators and domain experts, which indicates that our in-
teractive visualization facilitates understanding and communication
between experts and laypeople. With additional visuals from the data
domain (e. g., data-specific bases, gene locations, etc.) overlaid on top
of the visualization, it can also act as the basis of a multiscale genome
browser.

4.2 related work

While we focus on genome visualization, our approach relates to past
work in several other fields. First, we briefly discuss hand-crafted mul-
tiscale visualizations. Next, we review how researchers have realized
multiscale visualizations in the past in general, before focusing on
the visualization of molecular and genome data. Finally, we relate
our work to interactive multiscale approaches.

4.2.1 Hand-crafted illustrations

Artists hand-craft illustrations to depict linear structures at multiple
scales in an unfolded manner. Example illustrations concern the hu-
man genome (Figure 40a, Figure 40b), muscle fibers (Figure 40c), or
astronomy data (Figure 40d). These illustrations help a viewer to
grasp the hierarchical structure, while global spatial characteristics
are sacrificed. The artist uses the space as a resource to arrange the
linear structure from its smallest to its largest scale representation. To
the best of our knowledge, these illustrations are created manually
and are usually not directly based on real data. These educational
images are inspirational to us. With our work we provide means to
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Figure 40: Artistic depictions of image-space scale transitions for (a),(b)
genome data, (c) anatomy, and (d) astrophysics. Images (a),(b)
from [121]/[105] and © Springer Nature/The American Associa-
tion for the Advancement of Science, respectively, used with per-
mission. Image (c) by Leeah Whittier (illustrator) and Biga et al.
[12] (authors), cba CC BY-SA 4.0. Image (d) by Pablo Carlos
Budassi (cropped), cbn CC BY-NC 4.0.

https://open.oregonstate.education/aandp/chapter/10-2-skeletal-muscle/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Observable_Universe_Logarithmic_Map_(horizontal_layout_english_annotations).png
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0/
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/User:Unmismoobjetivo
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/User:Unmismoobjetivo
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/4.0/
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automatically create them based on real data and also make them
interactively explorable.

4.2.2 Spatial transitions of multiscale representations

Multiscale phenomena are complex as they contain features that are
only visible if viewed at a certain resolution. There are various strate-
gies to deal with features at multiple scales. Glueck et al. [41] smoothly
transitions between coordinate grids for different scales to facilitate
navigation and orientation in the multiscale environment. The method
of Everts et al. [34] spatially contracts brain fiber tracts to represent
the structure at a higher scale. Although brain fiber tracts have an
elongated shape, this approach is not directly applicable to our case,
as DNA strands do not share the necessary properties to apply the
chosen aggregation strategies. In terms of rendering large complex
scenes, Lindow et al. [83] propose a method to exploit the repetitive
nature of molecules. Their approach bridges five orders of magni-
tude in scale. CellView [76] incorporates in a cell visualization a level-
of-detail scheme that reduces the number of displayed atoms while
the radii of aggregation spheres are increased for distant objects. The
method is based on earlier work by Parulek et al. [103]. The CellView
approach does not meet our needs, as we depict all levels in one im-
age. Hsu et al. [54] cast non-linearly bent camera rays across several
spatial scales. They create smooth transitions of views between dif-
ferent levels of detail and depict the multiscale nature of geometric
and volumetric models. Scalable Insets are applied for the navigation
of a large number of patterns in multiscale visualizations [78]. This
technique uses magnified views to visualize small details that would
not be visible either due to their size or location, which result from
the multiscale nature of the data. Zhang [136] proposed a scale-space
animation to visualize the spatial relationship between structures in
multiple views. They argue to integrate cross-scale semantic informa-
tion into an animation to convey the complex multiscale structure.
Lueks et al. [85], based on an earlier system by Zwan et al. [125],
proposed a dedicated control over the abstraction of molecular sys-
tems and thereby enable the creation of seamless spatial transitions.
Their method does not deal with the spatial re-positioning of the
structure. The DNA-specific approach by Miao et al. [90] provides
the user with control over the level of abstraction through animated
transitions in order to depict the correspondence between scale rep-
resentations. Many multiscale visualization methods [34, 85, 90, 91,
125] apply continuous abstraction of the data for reducing the visual
complexity. Visual abstraction has been formalized by Viola and Isen-
berg [128], with a recent update by Viola et al. [126], for the purpose
of illustrative visualization. According to their definition of abstrac-
tion axes, our work is categorized into an abstraction along the ge-
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ometric abstraction axis. Although these techniques offer solutions
for certain types of multiscale phenomena, they are not applicable
for spatially abstracting heavily tangled structures like the DNA. Spa-
tial transitions are done for depicting multiscale phenomena and also
for complexity reduction in general. In medicine, anatomical flatten-
ing [74] transforms a 3D object to a 2D representation for different
analysis tasks. As an advantage, visual occlusion can be avoided in
these 2D representations. Especially vascular structures are similar to
DNA. There exist related approaches to spatially transform the elon-
gated shape through straightening [15], flattening [119], and reformat-
ting [95]. We are inspired by these techniques and advance them for
genome data.

4.2.3 Visualization of genome data

Depending on the feature of interest, there are various techniques
to represent individual molecules. Kozlíková et al. [72, 73] provide
reviews on various molecular visualization techniques. Due to the
massive number of DNA molecules, these techniques are only appli-
cable to the atomistic scale in our data. For the specific application
of genome data visualization, Nusrat et al. [99] provided taxonomies
in this respect. The multiscale character of the DNA presents numer-
ous visualization challenges. Halladjian et al.’s [50] ScaleTrotter, for
example, bridges several orders of magnitude in scale and enables
the users to interactively explore the spatial structure. Due to their
visual embedding approach, only one or two scales are visible at a
time. The linear arrangement of DNA molecules favors a spatially ab-
stracted representation, where all scales are visible in one image (as
in the traditional illustrations in Figure 40). Miao et al. [89] proposed
an abstraction space, where the strands of a DNA origami structure
can be continuously rearranged in space, going from a 3D to a 2D
to a 1D representation. The user can adjust the abstraction level, but,
only one scale is visible at a time in their approach. A steerable ab-
straction space [89, 96, 125] enables users to change the scale of a
representation depending on interactions with a control panel. Con-
nectomics datasets comprise structures of the nervous system and
share similar properties with DNA, due to the tubular shape, large
size, and given connections. In this domain, Mohammed et al. [96]
continuously abstract the representation of astrocytes and neurites
through navigating a specific abstraction space. In general, past visu-
alization techniques for molecular structures and genome data do not
offer means to spatially and simultaneously unfold the various scale
representations.
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4.2.4 Cross-scale interactions

While we can imitate hand-crafted illustrations, the key argument for
us is the interactive exploration in the spatially transformed represen-
tations. In our data-driven approach, we enable the user to access the
features across different scales. In the past, researchers proposed var-
ious techniques for interacting and navigating in multiscale environ-
ments. Furnas and Bederson [38] deal with large information scale-
space diagrams for understanding multiscale interfaces. In 2D visual
spaces, pan, zoom, and bird’s eye view are commonly used tech-
niques. For objects of interests that are far apart these methods are
ineffective. Javed et al. [58] present the PolyZoom technique, which
enables users to build hierarchies of focus regions that can be stacked
on each other to depict subsequent scales. Elmqvist et al. [33] pro-
poses a space-folding technique for the same set of problems. Their
distortion-based method folds the intermediary space to guarantee
visibility for multiple focus regions. McCrae et al. [87] suggest an
image-based environment representation to allow users a consistent
navigation in multiscale datasets, such as the Earth. There are very
different approaches to deal with multiscale phenomena and the data
require specific interaction techniques. As our Multiscale Unfolding
technique creates a multiscale linearized representation, we have to
also provide appropriate interactions for it.

4.3 concept and overview

In our work we focus on DNA data with its unique structural proper-
ties. Specifically, DNA is extremely thin and long. If stretched out, the
3.2 Gbp (giga base pairs) [2, 114] of the human genome would be ap-
proximately 2m long [2, p. 179], yet the DNA B-form’s double-helix
is only 2nm in diameter [4, 130]—a ratio of 10

9:1. It is organized in
different structural forms at different scale levels for which genome
scientists have derived structural data [98]. The involved scales in-
clude: the chromosome scale, the loci scale, the fiber scale, the nucle-
osome scale, the double-helix scale, and the nucleotide scale. With the
exception of the 46 chromosomes of the human genome, which are
separate entities, the DNA is also physically connected through all
the scales. To fit this extremely long chain into the 6µm cell nucleus,
the chain is tightly packed together [2, p. 187]. The result is a complex
spatial arrangement of supercoiled [56] DNA strands at the different
scale levels. To fully understand the activity and function of a genome,
experts have to explore both its sequential chain structure and its spa-
tial structure. Yet it is impossible to understand the sequential chain
if looking at it in a traditional three-dimensional genome representa-
tion.
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Figure 41: Regular 3D visualization of the nucleosome positions (generated
with ScaleTrotter [50]). The genome’s linear structure is invisible.

In ScaleTrotter [50] (Figure 41), for instance, only two scales are
visible at a given time and user interaction is required to explore one
scale and traverse to another one. It is obviously also impossible to un-
derstand the spatial structure with only a linear sequence of elements
at any scale. We thus have to partially sacrifice the spatial 3D struc-
ture to be able to explore both aspects of the genome—as it is a com-
mon approach in visualization as we outlined in Section 4.2.2. Also
genome experts use tools such as genome browsers that are based on
the sequential aspect of the data rather than the spatial structure—yet
without spatial aspects.

We thus face three major tasks: (1) making the sequential structure
of the DNA visible and understandable across several scales with un-
cluttered views, (2) providing users with an understanding how the
structure is linked to itself across different scale levels, and (3) making
such a visualization interactively explorable. A major challenge of ex-
isting temporal exploration techniques for multiscale data is that they
increase the viewers’ memory load and that they are only effective
with interaction. It would be necessary to show several or all scale
levels in a single view. We take inspiration from professional illustra-
tors (e. g., Figure 40) and the few existing yet limited approaches from
the visualization literature [54, 85]. Consequently, we control the de-
piction of scale based on the individual elements’ location in image
space.

To realize a spatialized control of the depiction scale (or “zoom
level”) we use four key concepts. The first key concept is the spatial
straightening of the sequential structure. The straightening depends
on the depicted scale level and is performed in relation to the neigh-
boring scales. In visualization, reformatting has been applied, for ex-
ample, to flatten 3D structures [74] to resolve visibility issues or to
analyze the structures in a simplified way. We also use straightening
for these purposes and adapt it to the tremendous scale differences
in the genome data, which are of multiple orders of magnitude in
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Figure 42: Straightened river illustration. Image from [59, pp. 2–3], p.

size. Reformatting as an approach to normalize data and make them
comparable has already been used, e. g., in geographic illustration
more than 150 years ago (Figure 42). Tufte [123, pp. 76–77] describes
this illustration mainly as a means to compare river lengths that goes
beyond “just another decorated bar chart” because it adds local de-
tail and thus contains more (local) information about the rivers than
their length alone. The straightening of the rivers is done in a scale-
dependent way where large bends are removed and smaller ones
are kept. This is analogous to a frequency-based or wavelet-based
analysis where the various frequencies are selectively dampened or
removed. In our case, straightening allows us to understand the lo-
cal 3D structure at a given scale without the “wiggliness” of the
genome sequence from a higher scale cluttering our 3D view. The
spatial straightening serves as a visibility management technique. We
realize it by applying data from two neighboring scale levels, using
Halladjian et al.’s [50] relationship between data and semantic hier-
archies. As we depict, e. g., the semantic level of fibers, we render, in
fact, the positions of the next-lower, more detailed data level of nucle-
osome positions. We preserve the local detail of the nucleosome positions
at the lower level, while we straighten and remove the details from
the path of the fiber positions at the higher level (Figure 43). We per-
form straightening in a data-dependent semantic way relative to an
upper level, it may involve, e. g., unbending, untwisting, unfolding,
and untangling the corresponding lower level, and we describe its
realization in Section 4.4.1.

Except for the chromosomes, the size of the DNA does not allow
us to show all elements at a specific level after straightening, so we

https://www.loc.gov/resource/g3200m.gcw0013960/?sp=6
https://www.loc.gov/item/map46000376/
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Figure 43: Spatial straightening applied by re-arranging the spatial detail
from a more detailed scale (the straightenee) to place the positions
of the coarser scale (the straightener) along a chosen path.

can only show sections. Due to the repetitive nature of the DNA, this
is not a problem in many applications and a subsection is sufficient
to illustrate the characteristics of a specific level. Nonetheless, we in-
tegrate all the scales in a single view and we need to convey how
one scale relates to the next one as they are connected spatially and
in scale space. We apply the straightening on several scales, but so
far we treat each scale as independent from the others. The second
key concept are continuous spatial transitions between scale repre-
sentations that illustrate how the structure of a more detailed scale is
packed and folded into the next-coarser one. The transition between
scales is done through multiple linked views [10, 17, 134] on the spa-
tial 3D data without the need to separate the views from each other.
We discuss the realization details of the continuous transitions and
their relation to the straightened scale levels in Section 4.4.2.

With these transitions, we combine all scale levels together in a sin-
gle view, depicting a representative detail section for each of them.
We apply this straightening iteratively down the scale hierarchy. In
each of the iterations the coarse-scale details are straightened out (i.e.,
removed) while the fine-scale details are kept. The third key concept
is the role change of the scales as we move between the scales. For
example, going down the hierarchy the fine-scale of the previous iter-
ation becomes the coarse-scale of the current iteration. Our Multiscale
Unfolding extends the two-scale strategy of spatial scale transitions
as it was previously discussed in the visualization literature. We pro-
pose a multiscale strategy applicable as long as data for the spatial
straightening and the transition depiction is available from more than
two scales. One way of arranging the straightened information in the
2D image plane is a scanline layout as given in Figure 39. To fit all
levels into a single view, the scale changes from top to bottom with
each row. The traversal direction flips as the levels are connected from
one row to the next one. As a result we achieve a compact combined
view across all scale levels. We are now able to display all scales of
the DNA structure in a single view, with different sections depicting
different scale levels. This has the benefit of no longer requiring in-
teraction to understand how the different scales relate to each other.
Nevertheless, as the fourth key concept we provide means to facili-
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tate an interactive exploration of Multiscale Unfolding. With inter-
action viewers particularly benefit from the linked-view character of
the visualization. For this purpose we reuse techniques from the HCI
literature as we explain in Section 4.5.

4.4 spatially-controlled multiscale mapping

We base our approach on Nowotny et al.’s [98] genome data: 3D lo-
cations for the genome for chromosomes, loci, fibers, and nucleosomes
as well as the nucleotide positions for one nucleosome. This dataset
is in an interphase configuration, not the often depicted mitotic or
“H” chromosome. In this data, each chromosome contains 50–100 loci
positions, a locus contains 100 fiber positions, a fiber contains 100 nu-
cleosome positions, and each nucleosome consists of 146 base pairs
(bp). We derive the locations of these base pairs from the 292 nu-
cleotide or base positions in the nucleosome. We construct the linkers
between two successive nucleosomes based on their orientation, with
an average of 46 bp per linker.1

It is important to note that the six data scales (i. e., positions) are dif-
ferent from the conceptual scales that we perceive in a rendering. The
reason is that for each element of a given scale we only have a posi-
tion in space, but no shape or size. We thus represent each element
with a sphere. For example, if we render the positions of a sequence
of 146 base pairs we perceive the shape of a nucleosome, even though
we only render base pairs. So when we depict a conceptual scale, we
actually render elements of the next-lower (more detailed) scale.

Below we begin our discussion of Multiscale Unfolding by describ-
ing the spatial straightening for the scales such that we can control the
placement of a scale independent from its detail (i. e., sub-elements).

4.4.1 Spatial straightening

The described data, at any given scale, is tightly packed, both in the
genome’s interphase configuration as we explore it and in the mi-
totic state as well. In a regular three-dimensional visualization such
as ScaleTrotter, the actual linear structure of the genome is difficult or
even impossible to see (e. g., Figure 41). We thus spatially straighten
the conceptual scale (i. e., the straightener level), for instance such that
all nucleosomes we perceive can be arranged on a chosen path. We
then adjust the positions of the rendered data level (i. e., the straight-
enee level)—in our example the nucleotide positions that make up a
nucleosome—such that the connectivity of the straightenee level from
before the spatial straightening is maintained also after the transfor-

1 Sources give various ranges for the linker DNA length such as “a few”–80 bp [2]
or 20–90 bp [117]. We use 46 bp as the center of the 38–53 bp range cited on the
respective Wikipedia article [133], but this number can be adjusted.
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mation. In our example the string of nucleotides that forms the nu-
cleosomes needs to remain connected. As each scale has different re-
quirements, we now describe each of them in turn.

Chromosome scale: Sequential positioning. We begin with the
chromosome scale as the coarsest level of the data. This scale is differ-
ent from all other scales because the chromosomes are independent
structures, and are spatially not connected to each other. We render
their local detail (in the form of loci positions) without any adjust-
ments and arrange them sequentially in order along the chosen path
as shown at the top of Figure 39.

Loci and fiber scales: Linearization. The next scales are similar to
each other—they are characterized by a tightly packed, intertwined
chain—and we thus treat them the same way. We have to consider
both the positions of the straightener—the conceptual scale which we
straighten to follow a given path—and of the straightenee—the more
detailed scale whose positions we actually render. Basically, we have
the coarse-level path and fine-level details that are defined relative
to the coarse-level path. Straightening now replaces the coarse-level
path by a line, while we keep the fine-level details and apply them
relatively to the line.

For this purpose we begin by computing displacement vectors for
each of the elements of the straightenee scale (scale i). As we show
in Figure 44a, we consider each straightenee element (small, filled
green, blue, and brown circles) as belonging to a given, single ele-
ment (large, non-filled circle; only blue shown) of the straightener
scale (scale i− 1). All N blue elements of the straightenee scale, e. g.,
belong to a single element of the straightener scale (the straightener’s
blue element: the large non-filled blue circle) whose position we de-
pict with a red dot. We adjust the positions of the first N/2 blue
straightenee elements based on their old locations and the new posi-
tions of straightener’s green element and its blue element. Similarly,
we reposition the second N/2 blue straightenee elements based on
their old locations and the new positions of the straightener’s blue
and brown elements.

Let us consider the example of interpolating between the straight-
ener’s blue element and its brown element. We first determine the
first and last elements ei1 and eiN in the straightenee sequence (at scale
i), which belong to the same straightener element ei−1

k (at scale i− 1,
with k being an iterator of this scale), as a base line with length li (Fig-
ure 44a). We then subdivide this base line into N− 1 sub-segments
such that we have a reference position for each of the N elements of
the sequence and center it on the position of the respective straight-
ener element (shown in Figure 44b for the blue sequence). For the
second N/2 blue straightenee elements we then compute an offset
vector ∆i

j,k (j being an iterator of the straightenee scale i) from its
corresponding position fj,k ∈ [0.5, 1] on the base line and its actual
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Figure 44: Spatial straightening by linearization for the loci and fiber scales.
In (e) we show a legend of the indices of the formalism we used.
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3D position eij before the interpolation (Figure 44b), which represents
the influence of the blue straightener element ei−1

k (the influence fac-
tor being represented by fj,k). However, we also need to consider
the influence of the brown straightener element ei−1

k+1. We thus use
the same approach of deriving the base line for the brown straighte-
nee elements, but we extend the baseline after centering by another
N/2 − 1 sub-segments to represent the influence fj,k+1 ∈ [0, 0.5] of
the brown straightener element. As we show in Figure 44c, we then
derive a second offset vector ∆i

j,k+1 for the same blue straightenee
element eij, but now for the influence fj,k+1 of the brown straightener
element ei−1

k+1. The first N/2 brown straightenee elements are handled
accordingly, and we repeat the process for all pairs of straightener el-
ements. After we thus derived these offset vectors ∆i

j,k and ∆i
j,k+1 for

all k straightenee elements at scale i, we first transform them into the
basis of the base lines as ∆i

j,1
′ and ∆i

j,k+1

′ and then compute, for the
elements of the straightener scale i− 1 after the straightening, the di-
rection vectors di−1

k

′
= ei−1

k+1

′
− ei−1

k−1

′
. We then set ei−1

k

′
and ei−1

k+1

′
as

the new straightener element positions and derive the new positions
of the straightenee elements eij

′ as a straightforward interpolation be-
tween the offsets being applied to the new positions:

eij
′
=
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We show the result schematically in Figure 44d. We apply this process
to both the loci scale (as a straightener, with the fiber positions as
straightenee) and to the fiber scale (as straightener, with the nucleosome
positions as straightenee). We show the results of the application of
this process in the second and third line in Figure 39.

Nucleosome scale: Aligning the nucleosomes. The straightening
of the nucleosome scale is conceptually simpler than the process for the
previous scales because the shape of the nucleosome is known and
does not have to be adjusted. The data do not contain information on
the orientation of the nucleosomes, they only contain 3D positions. To
align the nucleosomes on an arbitrary path we place the nucleosome
positions in sequence, and then render the single included nucleo-
some model at these locations. We orient the model such that each
donut-shaped nucleosome’s “entrance” connects well to its predeces-
sor and its “exit” connects well to its successor. We then connect each
pair of consecutive nucleosomes with a section of double-helix that
acts as linker DNA. As the data do not contain information about the
length of this linker DNA we use an average of 46 bp per linker as
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explained above. We show the result in the fourth line from the top
in Figure 39.

Double-helix scale: Unrolling the nucleosome. At the conceptual
double-helix scale we render positions of the atoms, which we derive
from the 1AOI PDB model. From this data we compute the positions
of the base pairs. We later match these with the base pair positions
in Nowotny et al.’s [98] nucleosome model for the transition between
the scales. For the unrolling, we then fix the first base pair’s position
and then transform the remainder of the model with a rotation such
that the connection between the first two base pairs is straigthened.
We repeat this process until all 146 bp of the nucleosome have been
“unrolled.” We show the result of this process in Figure 39 in the fifth
line from the top.

Bases scale: Untwisting the double helix. In the final spatial straight-
ening stage we “flatten” the double-helix. We calculate the positions
of the individual bases from the 1AOI model and derive vectors that
encode the orientation of each base pair. Like with the nucleosome
“unrolling,” we start by fixing the first base pair and then, base pair
by base pair, rotate the model such that the base pair centers all end
up in the same plane. Each base’s atom arrangement may still be
difficult to understand or tell apart, so we introduce a second rep-
resentation in which we also flatten the atom arrangement of each
base, using manually adjusted models for adenine, guanine, cytosine,
and thymine. Also based the 1AOI model from the PDB, we thus cre-
ated two models of each base with Samson Connect, one (A) with
the flattened base geometry and one (B) in which also the backbone
was rotated. We then interpolate between the stage after the rotation
of the base center to the screen plane to the respective A-version and
then to the B-version. As we start this transition, we also switch from
coloring by bases to coloring by atoms and make base pairs bigger
to better show the molecule structure, as shown in the final row of
Figure 39.

4.4.2 Spatial transitions

Any two consecutive spatially straightened scales differ significantly
in size and number of elements (with the exception of the last two).
We need transition zones from one scale to the next one that show
(a) the element size and number difference and (b) illustrate how the
more detailed scale “folds” into the coarser one. In addition, we also
use these transitions to (c) allow us to change direction such that we
can arrange all scale representations in a zig-zag pattern (Figure 46),
to form a single multiscale unfolded representation. We connect one
constant-scale zone with another one by means of a transition zone. El-
ements from the constant zones extend into the transition zone, in
which their size is changed according to the respective change of

https://www.rcsb.org/structure/1AOI
https://www.rcsb.org/structure/1AOI
https://www.rcsb.org/structure/1AOI
https://www.samson-connect.net/
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e)

Figure 45: Transitions between consecutive scales: (a) between chromosomes
and loci, (b) between loci and fibers, (c) between fibers and nucle-
osomes, (d) between nucleosomes and double-helix, and (e) be-
tween double-helix and untwisted double-bases.
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spatial scale. We also need to show how the elements of the more
detailed scale are located within the elements of the coarser scale. We
generally place the elements in the transition zone along a curve that
connects the coarser with the more detailed scale as shown in Fig-
ure 46. Along this curve, we maintain the connectivity between the
elements. We change size and rendering parameters so that we illus-
trate the containment relationship. Next we describe how we realized
these transition zones, again starting from the coarsest representation.

Figure 46: Conceptual arrangement of constant and transition zones.

Chromosomes-to-loci transition. In the chromosome scale we ren-
der loci positions (50–100 per chromosome), each represented by a
sphere. In the next scale we have 100 fiber positions (again each rep-
resented by a sphere) for each locus. In each scale, for illustration, we
render all spheres that make up one semantic unit using the same
color; e. g., all 100 fiber positions are depicted in the same color for
each locus as shown in Figure 39. In the spatial transition between
two consecutive scales, we fit each color group of a finer scale into
a single sphere of the coarser scale. This also means that each color
group of the semantic loci scale represents a single (locus) sphere as
rendered in the chromosome scale.

Depending on the location of the DNA sequence of the depicted
locus scale, a given number of locus spheres remain until the end
of each chromosome. While we render the remainder of the locus
spheres of the chromosome at the regular data positions in the chro-
mosome scale, we place a fixed number (we use 7) along the upper
arc of the transition zone curve, evenly spaced and slowly enlarging
in size to illustrate the changing spatial scale (see upper part of Fig-
ure 45a). For the second part of the transition, we place the same num-
ber of color groups from the loci scale on the lower arc of the curve,
slowly decreasing in size (lower part of Figure 45a). At the middle
point of the transition curve, we render both a single locus sphere as
well as the locus color group that represents the same data—so that
their sizes match. To illustrate the “folding of one scale into the next,”
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we then continue to render the loci color groups on top of the loci
spheres for the upper arc of the transition zone such that the sizes
match (i. e., the color groups are shrinking in size towards the top).
To ensure that the elements of the more detailed loci scale remain
connected, we use the same process as described in Section 4.4.1 for
the spatial straightening of the loci scale—just using the transition
curve as the straightening path.

Loci-to-fibers transition. In contrast to the first spatial transition,
for the change from loci to fiber we now need to connect two lin-
earized sequences. For this purpose we dedicate the loci color group
that follows in the DNA sequence after the last linearized loci color
group as the loci scale’s transition group. This group represents a sin-
gle locus and consists of 100 fiber positions. Each fiber position on
the fiber scale, in turn, consists of 100 nucleosome positions which
again form a color group on the fiber scale. Like before, we arrange
the transition along a curve and place the loci scale’s transition group
on the upper arc of the curve, and 5 fiber color groups that from
the DNA sequence before the depicted constant-zone loci groups. We
also again use the basic approach from spatial straightening and ad-
just their scale such that the elements match when they meet. In the
upper part of the transition, we continue to render the increasingly
smaller fiber color groups until the start of the loci scale’s transition
group as shown in Figure 45b. As also can be seen in the figure, the
end of this sequence is often hidden due to the spatial arrangement
of the loci transition group. As we show in Figure 45b, we further
adjust the rendering parameters like the outline transition so that the
outline does not become over-emphasized for the loci elements as
they are getting smaller towards the top.

Due to interaction, we often have the case that the DNA sequence
is arranged such that the linearized part of the loci scale does not
end exactly at the end of one of its color groups. In this case we use
the remaining part of this last color group and proportionally add
another section of the following loci color group to jointly serve as
the loci scale’s transition group as we show in Figure 45b with the
purple and beige color sections at the end of the loci scale. We thus
create smooth animations in which the positions of the straightened
scales can be continuously adjusted.

Fibers-to-nucleosomes transition. The next transition from the fiber
scale to the nucleosome scale is similar to the previous one, with the
difference that the nucleosome “color groups” are always full nucleo-
somes, each consisting of 146 base pairs. We follow the approach as
before, only ensuring that we also appropriately render the linker sec-
tions between two consecutive nucleosomes in the lower part of the
transition arcs. At the upper arcs the nucleosomes are placed so close
to each other—one nucleosome per sphere of the fiber scale’s transi-
tion group, which consists of 100 spheres—that we omit the linkers
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here as they would not be visible anyway. We show the result of this
transition in Figure 45c.

Nucleosome-to-double-helix transition. The nucleosome’s inher-
ent structure prevents us from using the previous transition styles for
switching from nucleosomes to the double-helix. Instead, we take in-
spiration from the conceptual unrolling of a nucleosome. We fix the
end of the transitional nucleosome at the end of the constant-scale nu-
cleosome zone, taking into account its spatial orientation. Depending
on needed amount of unrolling, we straighten this part and place it
on the transition curve. We adjust the curve such that it always con-
nects to the current point on the transitional nucleosome where the
unfolding happens and use colors to indicate the two strands of the
double-helix, as shown in the snapshot in Figure 45d.

Double-helix-to-bases transition. The final transition between dou-
ble helix and bases no longer represents a change of spatial scale. In-
stead, with it we address the issue that in the double helix we cannot
easily see all nucleotides in a single view. Due to the helical twist,
they are partially occluded by other nucleotides. We use a strand of
the double helix with a complete rotation, extracted from our spatially
straightend 1AOI PDB model. In this model we identify the locations
of the nucleotides (bases), find the centers between each pair to be
the base pair locations, and derive the respective twist (rotation) at
each base pair position. For the transition, we remove this rotation
based on the position of the structure on the transition zone curve
to completely flatten the helix at the end. We show the result of this
transition in Figure 45e.

4.4.3 Illustrating scale differences

Our approach allows us to place the multiscale unfolding represen-
tation along an arbitrary curve. For most of our experiments, we de-
cided to use a zig-zag layout with six rows. Figure 46 illustrates this
concept schematically and we show the result in Figure 39, where we
depict one transitioning chromosome and four complete ones at the
top, followed by 20 loci (i. e., 20%–40% of a chromosome), 20 fiber lo-
cations (20% of a locus), and 20 nucleosomes (20% of a fiber). Finally,
we show two full nucleosomes (292 base pairs) and 39 base pairs for
the flattened helix.

In addition, as none of the depicted elements have natural colors
due to their small size, we assign random colors to each of the chro-
mosomes from a pool. Next, for all conceptual scales from the loci to
the nucleosomes, we assign random colors from the same pool such
that each color group shows a single item of the conceptual scale. A
single element of the loci scale, e. g., comprises 100 fiber positions, all
of which belong to the same color group.

https://www.rcsb.org/structure/1AOI
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Figure 47: Illustration of the spatial scale ruler. The boxes only indicate the
average length difference (based on the number of contained el-
ements), not the actual location or correspondence of sections,
because our visualization is sequentially continuous.

These color groups and our chosen number of elements already il-
lustrate the scale differences with respect to the number of elements
that are included into a single element of the next-coarser scale. For
even a better illustration of the involved spatial scales, we provide
the option to add a spatial ruler beneath the scale renderings as
shown in Figure 47. This ruler consists of boxes and gray trapezoids
that schematically illustrate how much room the full straightened,
constant-scale section of a detailed scale take in the next-coarser scale,
based on the number of contained elements. The bottom-most base
pair scale in Figure 47, e. g., contains the equivalent of four full turns
of the double-helix, while the double-helix scale contains 29.2 full
turns. These 292 bp in the double-helix scale are the equivalent of
two nucleosomes (with 10 bp in a full double-helix turn), which takes
1/10 of the nucleosome scale. For practical applications, however, all
these settings can be adjusted as needed.

4.4.4 Implementation details and rendering performance

We built our implementation using the Marion framework’s [94] mo-
lecular visualization functionality, augmented with functions to load
Nowotny et al.’s [98] GSS genome data. The molecular rendering uses
Le Muzic et al.’s [76] GPU-based dynamic atom injection. We inject
the respective scales’ basic colored rendering shapes as spheres. We
use 2D sphere impostors instead of mesh models for the spheres [76].
As the sizes and positions of the depicted elements change in the
transition zones, we adjust this data and reload it into the GPU in
each frame. On an Intel Core™ PC (i7-7920HQ, 6 cores, 32 GB RAM,
3.10 GHz, nVidia Quadro M2200, on Windows 10 x64) we achieve
approx. 6 fps when showing the visualization at a size of 1920 × 1080

pixels.
Typically, we load the chromosome data only at the highest scale

(i. e., loci positions). Only for the currently unfolded chromosome, we
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also load the data for the remaining scales. It is possible to load all
the data at once, but that would take approx. 3 minutes, instead of
the mentioned 20 seconds for the details of a single chromosome. The
long overall loading time results from the large amount of DNA data
with 23,958,240 nucleosome positions for all chromosomes, plus the
respective locations at the coarser scales.

4.5 interaction for multiscale unfolding

Traditional multiscale visualization techniques are often designed to
reduce the need for interaction by showing details for all involved
scale levels in a single view. The essential benefit of Multiscale Un-
folding is that we no longer need to interactively explore different
scales and then mentally connect them. The logarithmic representa-
tion of the observable universe shown in Figure 40d, for instance, is
a multiscale depiction of the massive size and distance differences,
without the need to interact with a single part of it. This property
also applies to our Multiscale Unfolding of DNA data. It works due
to the repetitive nature of DNA, despite the huge amount of data in
most of its scales.

While this is true and our design could be used to create still-image
illustrations of the genome, we also envision the spatial representa-
tions that we do show already to be combined with abstract data
depictions at the different levels. This abstract data is unlikely to
be repetitive and interaction techniques are essential to be able to
explore the whole genome. The possibility to interact with the un-
folded scales enables the viewer to explore and analyze the sequen-
tial data, while still being able to benefit from the advantages of the
two-dimensional sub-views. Below we discuss multiscale navigation
techniques for this purpose, treating the first scale with its discrete
chromosomes differently from the remaining scales which are spa-
tially continuous through the scale levels.

4.5.1 Chromosome selection and panning

Most useful for the navigation of our one-dimensional data arrange-
ment is panning along the centerline of our visualization. We enable
this for the chromosome level and it works as expected as our visual
mapping facilitates a smooth re-positioning. More important, how-
ever, for the straightened chromosome scale is to be able to select a
new chromosome to “drill into”, which we facilitate through a click-
based selection. The major challenge here is the amount of data that
has to be reloaded due to this single interaction. It takes approx. 20

seconds to load the data for all scales of the chromosome onto the
GPU. This waiting time of more than 10 seconds leads to losing a
user’s attention [19, 93]. As the chromosomes are arranged sequen-
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tially, a panning of the scale or multiple successive clicks on the end
to get to a particular chromosome are thus practically not feasible. We
allow users to pan the chromosome scale, but without affecting the
first chromosome that is spatially connected to the following scales.
As soon as users have found the correct chromosome, they can select
it and only have to wait for the data to be loaded once.

4.5.2 Multiscale Zliding for spatially-specific panning

Similar to the chromosome scale, we support panning for all of the
following scales. We realize this control with a mouse click-and drag
interaction, mapping the horizontal offset to the respective translation
of the scale on which the interaction was started. While this mapping
is linear for the constant-scale zones, it would be non-linear for the
transitions. For the sake of intuitiveness, we thus restrict the panning
to starting points in constant-scale zones.

We adjust the applied translation speed to the respective scales
such that the mouse movement is directly mapped to the chosen
scale. We want to avoid having to start a new panning interaction
each time we change scales. For this, we take inspiration from the
HCI literature and combine ideas from Ramos and Balakrishnan’s
[107] TLslider widget with the same authors’ [108] Zliding technique.
We adapt their approaches to the context of our Multiscale Unfolding.
The authors used the TLslider to navigate details of a video stream.
They arranged video snapshots in an S-shaped curve away from the
horizontal to make more room for seeing individual images. Their
Zliding technique later generalized this idea and added zoom con-
trol derived from pen pressure to 2D positional input. In our case,
we only need one-dimensional input (in the x-direction) for panning,
freeing the second positional input (the y-direction) for the zoom fac-
tor, for which we use the spatial offset.

Figure 48: Scale control with Multiscale Zliding. The black annotations in-
dicate mouse movements. The colored paths and arrows indicate
the motion of the elements during panning. We determine the
gain factor from the hovered mouse position and appropriately
increased and decreased through propagation to adjacent scales.
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We suggest a novel Multiscale Zliding (see Figure 48) that uses the
y-distance from the initial click point to control the panning speed,
depending on the direction and scale the user hovers while dragging.
If we move toward coarser scales, we increase the gain factor [86],
while we decrease the gain factor when dragging toward more de-
tailed scales. Regardless of the dragging direction, we adjust the gain
factor to match the speed of the hovered scale, if the mouse pointer
is within a given distance to its center line, and linearly interpolate
in-between these constant-speed zones. An additional challenge is
caused by our zig-zag arrangement of scales which results in oppo-
site motion directions for consecutive scales. We flip the direction of
the motion as we pass the half-way point between two scales. The
ruler as discussed in Section 4.4.3 visually assists this interaction by
illustrating the respective interaction zones.

Multiscale Zliding is a one-dimensional multiscale navigation tech-
nique that allows users to fluidly control the panning within the long
DNA sequence, without having to re-start a click-and-drag interac-
tion in-between. Because of the Multiscale Unfolding’s inherent 1D
nature, Multiscale Zliding allows us to navigate the data with a stan-
dard input device such as a mouse. It could easily be adjusted to
a two-dimensional technique by employing, like Ramos and Balakr-
ishnan [107, 108], pressure sensing to be able to use the input’s y-
component also for spatial control.

4.5.3 Visual mapping adjustments due to interaction

Multiscale Zliding now allows users to re-position the data in all
scales. As a consequence, we had to make two major changes to the
previously described visual mappings. The first change affects the
transition between the double-helix and its flattened version. The pre-
viously described realization of the untwisting works only in a static
view. As soon as we interactively move the double helix, fewer or
more turns have to be removed depending on how many turns are
included in the flattened section (which virtually extends flattened
until the very end of the sequence). We fix the orientation of the flat-
tened helix at the lower end of the transition zone so that it always
meets the flat constant-scale region of our bottom scale. Conversely,
as we pan this bottom scale, the rotation of the helix accumulates and
we rotate the double-helix scale appropriately during interaction. We
propagate this axial rotation further through the transition zone to
the nucleosome scale. At the end of this transition, the double helix is
so small in size that we no longer see the turning, so we do not have
to propagate it any further.

We make a second major change also at the nucleosome unrolling,
which we cannot express as a “normal” unrolling (like that of a gar-
den hose from a rotating spool). The reason is that, similar to the
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double-helix, one end of the “nucleosome spool” has to be fixed to
the remaining DNA chain. To emphasize the conceptual unrolling,
we thus add a twisting transformation to the construction of the nu-
cleosome spiral: While placed at their correct positions when the nu-
cleosome is fully assembled, we space the double bases further apart
from each other as the nucleosome is unrolled. This leads to the de-
scribed animated twisting of the nucleosome which better illustrates
its unrolling. Ultimately we “hide” two forms of accumulated twists
due to the need to unroll linear structures with fixed ends.

4.5.4 Visually encoding the distance to a clicked item

While we remove the global 3D spatial configuration to reveal the
DNA’s linear structure, it still is important because the physical 3D
distances between basepairs, in addition to their sequence, also has an
effect on the function of the genome (gene expression). To compensate
for the loss of the spatial structure of the genome, we thus allow
viewers to reveal these distances interactively as shown in Figure 49.
By clicking on a given element, we color-map the distances to other
elements of the same scale or to elements in other scales. As the scales
have vastly different sizes, we adjust the colors to which the distances
are mapped to the given scales.

Figure 49: Visual encoding of a given element’s actual 3D distances to the
remainder of the scales on demand.

4.6 discussion, feedback , limitations

Initially, we set out to solve a problem in illustrative visualization,
i. e., how to show all scales of a highly multiscale dataset in one view,
without completely separating the scales. As the results of our Mul-
tiscale Unfolding approach (e. g., Figure 39) show, we achieved this
goal. Furthermore, the new visual representation also leads to several
new insights that were beyond our reach before. Below we review our
results, report on feedback from domain experts and illustrators, and
discuss limitations.
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4.6.1 Visual abstraction and generalization

For the first time we can show the different local spatial arrange-
ments of the different scales of the DNA in its interphase configu-
ration, based on real data and in a single view. Despite using the
same straightening method for both the loci and the fiber scales, for
example, their configuration is visually different, which also can be
seen in the transitions between the scales. Furthermore, through the
interactive navigation we can experience and appreciate the huge spa-
tial scale differences in the DNA structure. If we pan a given scale the
next-coarser scale barely moves due to the 1:100 relationship of el-
ement containment for many of the scales. Similarly, if we move a
coarse scale, the lower scales move so fast that this motion is beyond
the animation capabilities even of the fastest computer graphics hard-
ware.

Interestingly, with Multiscale Unfolding we perceive all scales with-
out interaction. Also perspective is not necessary. Instead, our explicit
spatial transitions demonstrate how one scale relates to and integrates
into the next one, similar to traditional illustrations as shown in Fig-
ure 40a. Perspective can serve a similar purpose as shown in Fig-
ure 40b or as the “emphasized perspective scale transitions” from
the VIS literature such as Parulek et al.’s work [103]—here the scale
change due to the perspective is emphasized through illustrative visu-
alization mappings. A remaining question concerns the combination
of the two approaches and how we would then control the abstraction
in the scale transitions. Moreover, the multiscale aspect of our unfold-
ing can be considered as a half of an extremely long one-dimensional
fish-eye lens with stair-wise defined optics of detail. Of course, it
would be possible to define another fish-eye lens profile—a symmet-
ric one, for instance, that would generate effects closer to a traditional
fish-eye metaphor. Moving such a lens over the unfolded genome
could then interactively reveal the details at an arbitrary place in a
sequence, while the rest of the structure is represented with less de-
tail. Ultimately a user-adjustable scale-factor function could assign a
specific scale level to each location along the straightened centerline,
which would support an arbitrary arrangement of several focus and
context regions simultaneously.

Another important question is also how and to which other do-
mains we can generalize our approach, beyond the domain of genome
visualization that we demonstrated. As depicted in Figure 40, multi-
scale phenomena do not only exist in genome data but also, for ex-
ample, in other scientific fields like anatomy and astronomy. Some of
these domains, such as the muscle visualization of Figure 40c, probab-
ly only benefit to a limited degree from our approach. They do not
comprise large scale differences. Several other data domains exist in
which the data is linearly organized as 1D paths, with various levels
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of scale. For example, routes (e. g., path of the Tour de France) and
GPS-based driving directions could similarly be subjected to Multi-
scale Unfolding. For the latter, existing abstraction techniques (e. g.,
[1]) could be employed, as well as the current level of interest for the
control of the unfolding. For others, like astronomy (Figure 40d), we
could adjust Multiscale Unfolding to use specified paths and a se-
lection of the shown physical property for each scale. The assembly
of lakes of the world in Figure 50 could provide inspiration on how
to deal with non-linear, discrete, and widely distributed elements. If
applied to two- or three-dimensional data, not only our linear in-
teractions (one-dimensional panning) will have to be converted to
two-or three-dimensional panning. Also, we will have to use different
straightening strategies. For instance, concepts from image morphing
(e. g., [11]) could assist the goal, but potentially also the concepts of
axial or volumetric deformations [26, 27, 75, 80] and multiresolution
curves [36].

The application to 2D or 3D data might also necessitate a more lin-
ear arrangement as illustrated in Figure 40d, contrary to our current
zig-zag structure. Moreover, astronomy data is characterized by huge
empty spaces between elements and between different scales [50]. We
could address this problem and the issue of the three-dimensional
character by employing a spatial straightening to three-dimensional
astronomy data, similar to our aligning of non-connected chromo-
somes. Planets could be aligned on a path like pearls on a necklace.
The further scales would then align stars, galaxies, and so on. A re-
maining problem of domains like astronomy concerns the uneven
density of available data [50]. We know much more about regions
close to Earth than we know about the far ends of the observable
universe, so an interactive exploration of the entire space as we can
facilitate is difficult in these domains.

4.6.2 Feedback, application, limitations, extensions

To evaluate our approach with experts in this field, we consulted a
number of professional illustrators and biologists. Three illustrators
from the field of molecular biology (9, 33, and 45 years of post-PhD
experience, respectively) specifically commented about our chosen
representations, and their feedback allowed us to correct structures,
in particular, at the base and double-helix scales. They also recom-
mended to add color-coding based on nucleobases as we now show
in Figure 39. They criticized that we do not show histones at the
nucleosome scale, which could easily be addressed by adding this
element to the used nucleosome model and which we did not yet
do since we concentrated on the aspect of controlling the abstraction
spatially. They also noted that the transitions lack perspective and are
not informative enough about the scale difference. We do not see this
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Figure 50: An example of spatial abstraction of straightened rivers and non-
linear, discrete lakes in early, hand-drawn atlases. Image: James
Reynolds and John Emslie. Panoramic plan of the principal rivers
and lakes. London, 1851; scan © 2000 Cartography Associates,
cbn,a CC BY-NC-SA 3.0.

https://www.davidrumsey.com/luna/servlet/detail/RUMSEY~8~1~288324~90059861:Panoramic-plan-of-the-principal-riv
https://www.davidrumsey.com/luna/servlet/detail/RUMSEY~8~1~288324~90059861:Panoramic-plan-of-the-principal-riv
https://www.davidrumsey.com/luna/servlet/detail/RUMSEY~8~1~288324~90059861:Panoramic-plan-of-the-principal-riv
https://www.davidrumsey.com/luna/servlet/detail/RUMSEY~8~1~288324~90059861:Panoramic-plan-of-the-principal-riv
https://www.davidrumsey.com/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/3.0/
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as a problem as we are able to introduce perspective at will. Yet it
has to be used with care: sufficient perspective to show correct scale
differences may imply that only some of the scales can be shown—
Figure 40b shows only two or three scales between atoms and chro-
mosomes with perspective transitions. With respect to the application
of our approach, they saw potential both for communicating the mul-
tiscale aspect of the DNA to laypeople or even biologists and for sup-
porting expert tasks as long as additional data is overlayed on top of
the existing visualization.

We also conducted a semi-structured interview with a certified il-
lustrator with three years experience and a PhD in Bioengineering.
Considering that she had seen ScaleTrotter before, she preferred the
clarity and simplicity of Multiscale Unfolding because, without the
3D structure, she could see all the scales in one view. She stated
that this fact would allow her to grasp the differences between non-
consecutive scales. She was very interested in the interaction and was
keen on exploring the tool herself. Overall, she foresees that our tool
can produce aesthetic illustrations and animations for teaching a lay
audience. She noted that our tool is based on actual scientific data,
which does not only save her research time, but can be also more
truthful to nature. She also noted that, “if vector images could be ex-
ported from the visualization,” she could sketch over them and add
her own artistic style to get a final result. If the goal is not to create
a publishable illustration, she also sees this tool as a way for domain
experts to create illustrations themselves without the need of an illus-
trator.

Finally, we conducted a semi-structured interview with an expert in
molecular biology with 23 years of post-PhD experience. He special-
izes in genetics and studies the composition, architecture, and func-
tion of SMC complexes. He immediately made it clear that this tool
can be used to educate first-year students, but for it to be used by do-
main experts, additional data has to be overlaid on top of the existing
structures (noting different types of data for each scale). He found it
useful to have a multiscale visualization where, e. g., he can look at a
gene on one scale, and at the cluster of genes that the gene belongs
to on a higher scale, in one view. He imagined that a version of our
tool with additional data would be much easier to use than current
tools that rely on diagrams, because it offers more context. He also
said that “it would be a dream” to have a tool that combines all of
that data. Adding such data requires further work to solve respective
data mapping and representation issues as well as to create dedicated
interaction techniques.

The molecular biology expert also saw complementarity between
this tool and ScaleTrotter, both multiscale genome visualization tool
with different approaches. He imagined two windows side by side,
with each showing one of both tools. A user could navigate them-
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selves in the full 3D structure and then switch to the multiscale straight-
ened view, or use the latter to guide their way in the 3D model. The
currently available interactions, however, are limited to a local navi-
gation. A more comprehensive set of interactions would thus be de-
sireable [30, 62, 63, 135], like a global navigation (e. g., “go to this
location”) or data analysis functionality (e. g., “compare these two sec-
tions”).

With respect to technical limitations, while our current rendering
speeds allow us to interactively explore the visualization, they are still
relatively slow. During interaction we permanently need to update
on the GPU the actively shown elements in the constant-scale and
transition zones. This requires us to transfer for each frame a lot of
data between CPU and GPU. Computing the active sections directly
on the GPU could alleviate this problem.

4.7 conclusion

On a conceptual level, our work on spatially controlled Multiscale
Unfolding extends the state of the art of using abstraction in visual-
ization and provides a rich tool set for the depiction and exploration
of multiscale data. Beyond common interactively (i. e., temporally)
controlled multiscale visualization techniques, this approach allows
us to create convincing still-image visualizations of multiscale data.
More importantly for the visualization field, our approach does not
require viewers to memorize different scale representation for com-
parison. It inherently supports one of the most essential visualization tasks
[16, 40]: data comparison—in our case across scales. Essentially our
visual mapping is a type of multiple linked views [10, 17, 134], with the
fundamental difference to their typical use that our Multiscale Un-
folding sections are not only linked in their response to interactive input
but also linked continuously in space. Our combination of multiscale vi-
sualization with linked views extends the visualization technique of
contextualization [52] to the heavily intertwined DNA data and shows
how it can be applied through multiple connected spatial scales. We
are advancing the central visualization approach of unfolding and flat-
tening [74] into the multiscale domain.

Mulitscale Unfolding also raises many new questions and opens
up several new paths for research. With the basic framework in place,
e. g., we now want to explore further image-space arrangements apart
from the zig-zag layout. Spirals, space-filling lines, or arbitrarily de-
fined paths from artists could be investigated (Figure 51).

Our work so far concentrated primarily on the technical matters of
multiscale visualization and on how to control multiscale abstraction.
A next step should incorporate further feedback from professional il-
lustrators and genome scientists to improve data representation, artis-
tic control, usability, etc.
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Figure 51: Example for placing our Multiscale Unfolding genome visualiza-
tion on a spiraling path, from a single chromosome up to the
nucleobases and their (flattened) atomic composition.

Another important direction for future work is to further explore
interaction possibilities with Multiscale Unfolding to support other
fundamental visualization tasks. This concerns the comparisons be-
tween different DNA sections on the same or different scales, maybe
through an adjustable scale-factor function. Such a function might
provide the possibility to control the scope of a given scale and to
compare DNA parts that are far apart. Also comparing parts from
different chromosomes could develop further beyond depicting two
Multiscale Unfoldings side-by-side. Also the interaction with current-
ly non-visible data parts can be addressed. Image-space arrangements
other than the zig-zag layout pose questions on how to adjust interac-
tion and navigation, and if Multiscale Zliding can still be used. Fur-
ther adapting the visual mapping to the specifics of scale interactions
can be done. An example is to motion blur fast-moving scales.

An overarching goal is to combine and integrate spatially-controlled
Multiscale Unfolding with interactively- or temporally-controlled, tra-
ditional multiscale visualization. As we show already in Figure 39, the
traditional equivalent of our spatially-controlled is ScaleTrotter [50],
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and it works essentially perpendicular to our own visual mapping.
Our vision is thus to be able to pivot between any selected point, for
a given location on the sequence and a given scale (e. g., selected by a
double-click), to the exact same data element shown at the same scale
and with the same orientation in ScaleTrotter. We discuss about this
hybrid framwork with more detail in Chapter 5. The resulting drastic
view changes (except of the pivot element) likely require some new
animation and visualization techniques to be developed, but together
the two techniques would provide viewers with a powerful tool to
explore both the spatial and the multiscale aspects of DNA data.





5
D I S C U S S I O N

Each of the previous two chapters addresses one of the two impor-
tant aspects of the human genome. In Chapter 3, we represented the
spatial structure of the structural organization of the human genome
on several organizational levels, using temporal transitions, while in
Chapter 4, we modified the spatial structure to emphasize the lin-
ear structure of the genome, using spatial transitions. However, for
a complete understanding of the activity of the genome, we need
to be able to explore both its linear and spatial structures in a way
such that they complement each other. Therefore, we discussed in
Section 5.1 the possibility of merging our two frameworks in one
and analyzed how seamless transitions between the two representa-
tions can be achieved. We also discussed how different user groups,
students, illustrators, scientists and generally laypeople, can benefit
from such a tool in Section 5.3. In Section 5.4, we discussed character-
istics of the data that were not addressed in this thesis. We finished
the discussion with Section 5.5, specifying what we learned in this
thesis about visual abstraction.

5.1 pivoting between spatial and temporal control of

abstraction

5.1.1 Context

The genetic information is encoded in DNA as a one dimensional
sequence of nucleobases. Three consecutive nucleobases encode an
amino acid, which is the building block of protein. The sequence of
nucleobases encoding all the amino acids responsible for a protein is
called a gene. Some sequences however do not code for genes, but for
regulatory elements (promoter, enhancer, silencer, etc.) that regulate
the transcription of neighboring genes. The sequences are neighbors
if they are close to each other in the one-dimensional sequence. How-
ever, DNA does not exist in cells in a fully stretched state, but rather
in an intertwined highly condensed state, giving birth to several orga-
nizational levels (Figure 12). Therefore, in any of those organizational
levels, sequences that are are far from each other in the linear dimen-
sion, could be brought close to each other and thus become neighbors.
The regulatory elements can even regulate genes far away in the se-
quence.

The spatial organization of the genome therefore plays an impor-
tant role in its activity. It can also be used as a marker of disease as
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some genes and chromosomes occupy distinct nuclear positions in
diseased cells, compared to their normal counterparts [88] (Figure 1).
In terms of spatial arrangement, the genome then presents two im-
portant aspects. First, the order in which the nucleobases come one
after the other (1D) makes the genes that command the making of
proteins. Second, in addition to the sequential distance, the spatial
organization (3D) affects the spatial distance between regulatory ele-
ments and their target genes. Both aspects play a crucial role in the
genome scientist’s quest to fully understand the human genome.

5.1.2 The tension between temporal and spatial control of abstraction

In ScaleTrotter (Chapter 3), we visually represent the 3D structure
of the human genome on multiple organizational levels. This allows
users (whether experts or laypeople) to explore the spatial structure,
and therefore the spatial distances that exist between different regions
of the DNA. However, the tight packing makes it impossible to know
sequentially how far two spatially close regions are to each other. The
problem of not recognizing the sequence arises at the base level, as
well as at the higher levels (Figure 52).

Figure 52: Two regions (shown by the arrow) that are spatially close, but
their sequential distance is (almost) impossible to know.

The organizational levels cover such a range in orders of magnitude
of space scale that it does not make sense to represent the data on
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different levels, while keeping the 3D structure intact. In ScaleTrotter,
we use temporal transitions to traverse all the organizational levels,
through user interactions. Therefore, exploring the data on multiple
levels simultaneously is impossible.

In an attempt to resolve these issues, we presented another frame-
work called Multiscale Unfolding in Chapter 4. In this framework, the
focus is on the sequential aspect of the data. We spatially straighten
each conceptual level and render the lower level. Our technique en-
sures that the connectivity of the original data is maintained. We po-
sition the different levels on separate rows in a zig-zag fashion. We
also modify the sizes of the elements to represent them at acceptable
sizes Figure 39. Otherwise, the lowest scale would be 104–105 times
smaller than the highest. To compensate for the sacrifice of the 3D
spatial configuration made to reveal the linear structure, we added
an interaction that shows through color mapping the spatial distances
between the clicked and the other visible elements Figure 49.

5.1.3 A hybrid framework

In both of the approaches, we made sacrifices to focus on one of
the two aspects of genome data: the linear sequence and the spatial
organization. These two aspects complimenting each other, we now
propose a transition between the two representations, in a framework
that combines the previous two.

A user exploring the 3D structure of the data might need to exam-
ine the linear sequence. The user then switches the view to the repre-
sentation where the data is straightened. Vice versa, a user exploring
the linear sequence might need to check for other regions that are
physically close to the investigated part. We believe that continuous
transitions are possible both ways.

In the 3D representation, at some levels, the user already picks an
element as the focus element whose lower levels could be investigated
further (element in red in Figure 53a). We can extend this concept
to all the scales because a focus element is necessary to transition
between representations.

At this point, if the user decides to transition to the linear repre-
sentation, the element in focus would keep its full structure and scale
(element in red in Figure 53). In our 3D representation, all the visible
elements are already at the same scale. A fixed number of elements
sequentially to the right and to the left of the focus element, if visible,
would slowly transition to the positions they will occupy in the linear
representation, being straightened one by one, starting from the first
neghbors of the focus element (elements in blue in Figure 53).

In the 3D representation as it stands in ScaleTrotter, at the nucle-
osome semantic level, the neighboring elements that would appear
in the linear representation at the same scale might not all be visi-
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(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 53: Pivoting around the focus element (red), from the 3D representa-
tion (a), to the linear representation (c). (b) shows an intermediate
step where, apart from the focus element (red), one element on
each side (blue) has been straightened.

ble. When transitioning to the linear representation, these elements
can gradually appear in their final positions, or we can change the
concept of removing elements in ScaleTrotter in a way that ensures
the visibility of the neighbors that would appear in the linear repre-
sentation. We envision the latter to be the better option, because it
would make transitions on all levels similar, without the need of a
new “appearing” transition.

A zooming out and a rotation of the camera might be necessary to
present the focus element in the center and to fit the fixed number of
elements on screen. Techniques for automatic camera control in large
biological datasets has been investigated by Kouřil et al. [71].

For the remaining elements that are sequentially further on the
left and on the right than the ones that would appear at the same
scale as the focus element, several options can be considered. These
elements can either be represented as part of their higher level parents
or dissected into their lower level children on a row on top or on the
bottom of the focus element’s. Another option would be to represent
them on other rows but still at the same scale. For the highest (resp.
lowest) scale, the elements can only be represented at the lower (resp.
higher) or same scale. In all possible cases, however, the user should
be able to control the scales at which the elements would appear, as
it is not mandatory for all scales to appear. We discuss the control of
the scales in more detail in the following section.
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We consider now that, in the linear representation, the user chooses
a different element as element of focus and wants to transition back
to the 3D representation. In a similar way, the focus element would
stay at the same scale and translate to the center of the screen. All
other elements would translate to their respective positions as in the
original data, while transitioning into the scale of the focus element
(if not at the same scale already). However, this transition is stricter
in the sense that the focus element cannot keep the same structure
as in the linear representation, because the 3D representation is the
one based on the data. The focus element, therefore, has to change
its structure and represent the data. The fact that it is in the center of
the screen might not be enough to ensure that it can still be perceived
in the 3D representation, because it can be occluded in that view. A
certain highlighting or change of camera position might be necessary
to ensure the visibility of the focus element in the 3D representation.

5.2 control of the spatial arrangement of multiscale

unfolding

As we already stated in Chapter 1, our goal with the work described
in this thesis is to understand how visual abstraction can be con-
trolled. Therefore we want to give users as much control as possible.
In ScaleTrotter, we provide interested users, particularly illustrators,
with the ability to control the zoom level at which a transition to
a different organizational level should happen. We cannot, however,
provide control over the positions of the elements because they are
based on the data.

5.2.1 Control over the path

That is not the case however in Multiscale Unfolding, as the data is
used to straighten the levels but the elements are placed on a path
arbitrarily (in our case, on zig-zag rows covering the screen). How-
ever, the optimal path varies according to the task the user wishes to
accomplish. Therefore, we envision giving users the freedom to draw
the path they wish to see the genome on.

We imagine a drawing mode where the user draws a path by a
simple click and drag of the mouse. When the user releases the mouse
button, the path is fitted into a smooth spline. The spline provides the
user with control points, that divide the spline into different parts
(Figure 54). By clicking and dragging a control point, the user moves
that particular control point (Figure 55a, Figure 55b). If the mouse
interaction happens with a specific keyboard button pressed, the user
can move the control point and all the control points that precede (or
follow) it (Figure 55c, Figure 55d).
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Figure 54: Hand-drawn path by the user (in black), fitted into a smooth
spline (in red). Control points are in black and blue.

5.2.2 Control over the scales

The black control points in Figure 54 divide the spline into sepa-
rate parts, each for representing elements at a different level. So far,
moving from one area to the other in the linear sequence is possi-
ble only through the Multiscale Zliding technique we described in
Section 4.5.2. If the user wants to see a different region at the low-
est scale, he/she has to pan along that scale or a higher scale (to go
faster). The user could also transition to the 3D representation, travel
in space to the target element, and switch back to the linear represen-
tation. A better approach would to be to give the user the ability to
immediately decide which part of the data has to be represented at
which scale, in the parts separated by the black control points. A tran-
sition zone would automatically be created between the levels, even
if the levels chosen by the user are not consecutive.

The continuity of the different scales could also be interrupted,
leading to the disappearance of transition zones, if the user chooses
to see either the same part of the data on several levels, or parts be-
longing to different chromosomes.

The spline path is accompanied by two parallel splines on either
side Figure 55. Those parallel splines are intended to control the size
at which the data appears in. Each control point on the parallel lines
can be moved perpendicularly away or towards the center path. Both
lines move symmetrically from the center path, at fixed distances cor-
responding to the scales that are available in the data. The further
the parallel lines are from each other, the bigger the represented data
would be.

The control over both the path and the scales can also be imagined
as part of the framework that combines the 3D and linear represen-
tations. The concepts discussed in Section 5.2.1 and Section 5.2.2 can
be applied on the linear representation side of the framework, and
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 55: User moving the control points. (a) and (c) the control points are
in their original positions. (b) the control point in the black circle
moves. (d) all the control points following the point in the top
circle move.

disappear in the 3D representation where the conditions of following
the data are much stricter.

5.3 application domains

We envision that our frameworks can be used by several different
user groups. Domain experts would benefit from such a tool com-
bining the spatial and linear structures of genome data. An expert
exploring the spatial structure of the data might want to explore the
linear sequence of two spatially close regions (for example, the circled
regions in Figure 52). He/she could highlight those regions in the 3D
structure and transition to the other view, where he/she could investi-
gate the linear sequences of both of these regions. This interaction can
also be applied on any regions, to compare their linear sequences. To
make the tool more useful to them, additional domain related data
(gene locations and names, base names, etc.) (like in Figure 13 and
Figure 14) should be overlaid on top of the existing visualizations.
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Exploring the genome is not only a task for domain scientists. Gen-
eral laypeople (including high-school students) might be interested in
learning the organization and structure of the human genome. Our
tools allow them to directly interact with the data, which is not pos-
sible with static illustrations or videos. The interaction allows them
to get a grasp of the multiscale aspect of the genome. Particularly,
the transition zones in our tools allow for a better understanding of
how the DNA rolls and folds into the different organizational levels,
and how the different levels relate to each other. ScaleTrotter, in ad-
dition, can give them a clear understanding of the scale differences
and the sheer length and amount of information contained within the
genome, along with a clearer understanding of the interphase chro-
mosome configuration, compared to the more traditionally depicted
mitotic chromosome (H or X shape) which is shown in virtually all
illustrations, including the ones we show in Figure 38.

Finally, as illustrations have traditionally been communicating sci-
entific concepts to the general audience, illustrators can also benefit
from our tools. In order to create an illustration, illustrators have to
first understand the concepts they want to depict themselves. Our
tools can serve as the basis on which experts inform illustrators about
the characteristics of the data. As reported in Section 3.5.2, illustrators
considered our tool as part of a general story to tell about the cell. Il-
lustrators can also create a draft of an illustration using these tools.
They could export images from the visualization, sketch over them
and add their own artistic styles to get a final illustration, as reported
in Section 4.6.2. With the unfolded representation, they would have
the freedom to draw any path, and choose any order of scale levels.

5.4 challenges of the data

The data we rely on in this thesis is a sample data created with the
combination of different data sources by Asbury et al. [5] and trans-
formed into the format that we use by Nowotny et al. [98]. Certain
shortcomings are present in the data, the most obvious of which is the
incorrect number of chromosomes (compared to a normal genome).
However, the tools would still work if we replace the current data
with an updated one, in case the ongoing research of the domain al-
lows scientists to capture exact positions of atoms (or at least bases
or nucleosomes) inside a given nucleus. Even with simulated data,
our visualizations explain well the intended concepts, as do other vi-
sualizations of many biological phenomena relying on simulations.
Such generated data serves as the basis of many of today’s illustra-
tive visualization tools such as, to name just one example, cellVIEW
[76], which uses generative approaches (e.g., [68], [69]). Our approach
thus allows us to integrate our work with cell visualizations such as
the ones generated by cellVIEW (Figure 56). For scientific data anal-
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ysis applications by domain experts, of course, we rely on detailed
datasets to become available in the future that contain this informa-
tion.

(a) (b)

Figure 56: Visualizations of generated molecular datasets. (a) from [77]. (b)
from [68].

An aspect of the data that we disregard in this thesis is its variabil-
ity over time. The organization of the genome is dynamic, meaning
not only do the positions of elements change, but also their hierarchi-
cal belongings. A certain element at a particular level could belong to
different elements at the higher level over time. The temporal aspect
could be included in future molecular dynamics simulations. This im-
plies that time is another dimension that we should consider in our
tools. New smooth transitions might be necessary to travel through
time and explore the changes. These transitions could even cover the
further condensation of the interphase chromosome that we repre-
sent to the mitotic chromosome (i.e., the typical H/X representation
depicted in most illustrations today).

5.5 abstraction and illustrative visualization

While creating the described two frameworks in the context of this
thesis, we were inspired by existing illustrations and techniques fre-
quently used in illustration, namely visual abstraction. We applied
visual abstraction by transforming, as Viola et al. [126] define, data
representations into visual representations.

The genome data that we choose to visualize is divided into mul-
tiple scales. Therefore, in Chapter 3, we applied a visual abstraction
separately for each scale in the data. We then use smooth temporal
transitions to go from the abstract representation of an element at one
level to the abstract representation of the element at the next level.
The transitions create intermediate abstract representations, that su-
perimpose the previous and the next. Viola and Isenberg [128] intro-
duce the concept of an abstraction axis, as the succession of visual rep-
resentations that continuously decrease the amount of information at
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each step. At first glance, the visual abstractions of this chapter may
look like they form a continuous abstraction axis, covering different
structural representations of the same model (similarly to Figure 20).
However, as the scales cover a large range of orders of magnitude, we
have to move the camera and get closer to the model to see the lower
levels. By zooming in, we can represent certain elements at the lower
levels (more detail), but other elements fall out of its field of view
or we intentionally remove them to avoid visual clutter (less context).
The visual representations and the transitions connecting them, there-
fore, are not strictly removing (or strictly adding) information at each
step. When traveling from the nucleus to the atoms, we gain infor-
mation at specific locations (reverse structural abstraction), but at the
same time, lose information entirely leave out parts of the data (con-
textual abstraction). The representations and transitions of this chap-
ter thus rather support the updated definition of an abstraction axis
provided by Viola et al. [126], where transitions along an abstraction
axis can remove one type of visual detail and replace it with another
type. Our abstraction axis is also constructed with a given purpose
and application case to illustrate multiscale genome data.

In Chapter 4, we first apply transformations to the data before vi-
sually representing it. We abstract the 3D structure of the genome
by straightening its elements and placing them on a line next to each
other to focus the attention of the viewer on the linear structure of the
genome. We also modify the sizes of elements to make them visible at
all levels simultaneously. We compensate the size modification with
the spatial transitions that, similarly to the temporal transitions, cre-
ate intermediate abstract representations connecting two levels and
displaying the relative size difference between them. In Chapter 4,
we demonstrate that abstraction axes cannot only be explored tempo-
rally but also spatially. As we follow the elements from the highest
level (chromosome) to the lowest (atoms), we continuously unfold the
genome and increase the size of the elements to make them visible.
Therefore, we get a more abstract 3D structure at each step. However,
we also represent elements (or parts of elements) with increasingly
more detail until we represent the individual atoms. We have then
a spatial abstraction axis, along which some visual information is
gained, while another is lost [126].

Generally with multiscale data, it thus seems that a purely mathe-
matical abstraction axis, as defined by Viola and Isenberg [128], typi-
cally cannot be identified. Specifically for data covering several orders
of magnitude in scale, all the levels typically cannot be examined
from one particular point of view, or following one specific arrange-
ment of the data. To explore all the levels, camera movements and/or
modification of the data might therefore be necessary. This leads to
gaining information in a certain aspect and losing it in a different one,
which makes it hard (or potentially even impossible) to tell if informa-
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tion in general is lost or gained. Instead, abstraction axes (including
ours) are guided by the application and the designer’s decisions to
convey intended aspects of the data.

We introduced abstraction as a concept that is virtually always
present in illustrations, and illustrative visualization as a subfield of
visualization that borrows techniques (abstraction being one of those
techniques) used in traditional illustrations. Viola and Isenberg [128]
define illustrative visualization as a mix of two concepts, abstraction
and stylization. These two concepts are not independent from each
other, as one can imply the other.

If abstraction is the removal of information, stylization is the col-
lection of expressive techniques that make a visualization illustrative,
without removing information. It adds a character to the visualiza-
tion that makes it immediately recognizable as an illustration, with
the intention of getting viewers into the mindset that they are seeing
a representation that purposefully illustrates a concept, as opposed to
only depicting the data as it is. Visualizations representing concepts
that cannot usually be seen with the naked eye, including the visu-
alizations of this thesis, can benefit from this stylization component
because the concepts they depict have no “photorealistic” representa-
tions. Indeed, color coding the atoms or the bases does not remove
information but helps users identify and differentiate between struc-
turally similar elements. Visualizations with spatial abstraction axes
also contain the stylization that makes them immediately recogniz-
able as illustrations.

In this thesis, we focused on abstraction, transitions between dif-
ferent abstract representations and therefore abstraction axes. We did
not explore different styles and transitions between them. Our rep-
resentations of the data with spheres and the coloring scheme cor-
respond to a certain style in molecular illustration [44], imposed by
the system that we used [94]. The abstractions and transitions are all
done following this same style.

We already established that visualizations of multiscale data, cov-
ering a large range of orders of magnitude in scale, have to almost
always make use of abstraction. If the viewer can tell that the visual-
ization is not a real image but rather an illustration, then the visual-
ization is an illustrative visualization.





6
C O N C L U S I O N

The work presented in this thesis takes the first steps towards a tool
that allows the full exploration of genome data. The human genome
consists of several organizational levels covering 4–5 orders of magni-
tude in space scale. We propose a couple of approaches, based on the
concept of continuous visual abstraction, each focusing on one of the
two important aspects of the genome: linear and spatial. We also dis-
cuss the possibility of combining the two approaches in a framework
that allows the exploration of both aspects.

In the background section (Chapter 2), we detailed the organiza-
tional levels of the human genome and explained their role in mod-
ulating crucial biological processes. We also looked at existing tools
used by experts that typically display linear sequences as horizontal
tracks and some spatial information by creating visual links between
sequences. Other tools that visualize the multiscale 3D structure lack
the smooth transitions between them. Our approaches provide these
missing aspects to the users. Next, we reviewed the use of controlled
abstraction in visualization, particularly in molecular visualization.
The abstractions in these examples could be used on individual scales,
but do not infer large scale changes. Therefore, they could not be used
with the multiscale genome data, with conceptually different levels.
Finally, we reviewed work that investigates abstraction in multiscale
visualizations, with a focus on transitions between scales and cross
scale interactions. The scale differences in molecular multiscale visu-
alizations were not as large as in the data that we wanted to visualize.
Astronomical multiscale data cover large scales, but present funda-
mentally different characteristics to genome data.

We therefore introduced a new temporal transition in Chapter 3,
called visual embedding, that superimposes two representations of
the same element at consecutive scales and allows users to under-
stand how the scales relate to each other. We also gave the users the
control over at what distance from the camera the transitions should
happen. By continuously applying this transition, we allowed the ex-
ploration of the full spatial data while seamlessly traversing the orga-
nizational levels from the nucleus of the cell to the atoms of the bases.
We thus successively transitioned from the abstract representation of
an element at a scale to the abstract representation of the element at
the next scale, with an abstract representation combining the two in
between (Figure 33). To avoid visual clutter and ensure interactivity,
we removed unnecessary parts of the data at certain levels.
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This approach focused on the spatial structure of the human ge-
nome, but the dense packing makes it impossible to follow the linear
sequence at all the levels. Therefore, we presented another framework
in Chapter 4, that unfolds the organizational levels one by one and
straightens the data. This is an abstract representation of an element
where the underlying data has been modified, to focus the attention
on the linear aspect. Since the 3D structure is already not conserved,
this framework gives an overview of all the organizational levels, in
contrast with the previous framework. We took abstraction a step fur-
ther by not respecting the relative sizes of the elements on different
scales. To make all levels visible at once, the sizes had to be modi-
fied to be made comparable. This modification of the size is compen-
sated by the use of spatial transitions between the scales. The spatial
transitions are based on the same concept of visual embedding, that
superimposes two representations of an element at consecutive scale,
showing the size difference. The size difference is also emphasized to
the interaction, where moving elements at a particular scale causes a
faster (resp. slower) movement at the lower (resp. higher) scales.

Based on Chapter 3 and Chapter 4, we noticed that in order to show
one aspect of the data, we had to sacrifice the other. However, the lin-
ear and spatial structures are complementary and both essential for
getting a complete understanding of the genome and its activity. We
therefore discussed, in Chapter 5, the possibility of combining our
two frameworks to minimize the losses suffered in each individual
framework. We introduced a smooth pivoting that allows the transi-
tion between the 3D structure and the unfolded linear structure of
the human genome, and vice versa. We also discussed a couple of
methods meant to provide users with more control over the scales
and their spatial arrangement.

In the final section of Chapter 5, we discussed what we learned
about visual abstraction in the thesis. Our frameworks reinforced Vi-
ola et al.’s [126] definition of an abstraction axis, which, contrary to
mathematical axes, does not have to incrementally remove informa-
tion. An abstraction axis can remove a certain type of information
while adding another. We also showed that we can explore abstrac-
tion axes not only temporally but spatially as well, by introducing
new examples of temporal and spatial transitions between abstract
representations.

Whether with temporal or spatial exploration of the abstraction
axis, the nature of multiscale data extending several orders of magni-
tude is such that all scales cannot be visible simultaneously without
the use of abstraction. We either have to modify the point of view by
zooming in, to see detail which implies that other elements will fall
out of the field of view. Or we have to modify the data to visualize dis-
tant elements or elements of huge size differences simultaneously. In
both cases, we encounter abstraction axes where data detail increases
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while context decreases. The same is true for maps or astronomical
data. The visualization of multiscale data covering several orders of
magnitude in scale cannot therefore work without abstraction.

The increase of data detail and decrease of context leads as to an
abstraction space created by two independent axes. Multiscale data
could be thought of as a hierarchy with elements of the lowest level
being its basic components, that combine to form an element at the
first higher level and so on until we get to one final element, the root
of the hierarchical tree, at the highest scale. The first axis is there-
fore the axis of degree of data detail. The first (most concrete) point
of this axis corresponds to a representation of the highest element
with the elements at the lowest level. The last (most abstract) point
of the axis corresponds to the representation of the highest element
as one shape (or object—one sphere being the genome in our case).
The second axis is the amount of context. By context we mean how
much of the hierarchical tree is seen in the view. We consider that, if
an element appears in the view, all its children are also, by default,
in the view (even if they are not individually represented). On this
axis, the first (most concrete) point corresponds to a view where the
highest element can be seen (no matter at which detail level). The
last (most abstract) point corresponds to a view showing only an ele-
ment of the lowest level. As the genome multiscale data covers many
orders of magnitude in scale, it does not make sense to depict the
whole genome at the atomic level. Therefore, in the abstraction space
formed by these two orthogonal axes, our tools transition from the
(most abstract data detail, lowest abstract context) point to the (least
abstract data detail, most abstract context) point, creating a diagonal
path in the abstraction space (Figure 57).

It typically does not make sense to explore the abstraction space
further, outside of this path shown in Figure 57, as it would not allow
us to gain much additional insight. For the upper right side of the
path, for example, it would mean to represent elements of a level with
elements of the higher level (a portion of a sphere in our case), which
does not make sense (Figure 58). Exploring the lower left side of the
path would require unrealistically large screen sizes. For example,
if we represent the whole genome at the atomic scale, on a regular
screen, individual atoms cannot be recognized. A way around this
would be to use an extremely large high-res wall display, and then
the abstraction path would be traversed by the viewer going closer or
further from the display. For the case of the tightly packed genome,
however, even with the large display, we would still have too much
detail to actually understand anything, which could only be solved by
adjusting the visualization using perceptually hybrid representations
[57].
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Figure 57: Abstraction space created by two orthogonal axes. The axis “ab-
straction of degree of data detail” goes from representations
where the rendered elements are atoms to representations where
the rendered element is the genome. The axis “abstraction of
amount of context” goes from a representation of the whole
genome to representations of a single atom. The line in black rep-
resents the path ScaleTrotter takes in the abstraction space.

Figure 58: Focus on a horizontal line in the abstraction space. We can see
three representations of a nucleosome (fixed point on the amount
of context axis), with various degree of data detail. It does not
make sense to go further to the right.
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V I D E O L I N K S

ScaleTrotter: Illustrative Visual Travels Across Negative Scales

Link to video: https://youtu.be/Ira54e3ND74

Multiscale Unfolding: Illustratively Visualizing the Whole Genome
at a Glance

Link to video: https://youtu.be/AGxuxWz56yo
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